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1. INTRODUCTION

GLEAMS (Groundwater Loading Effects of Agricultural Management Systems) is a root zone model that can be used to examine the fate of chemicals in various types of soils under different meteorological and hydrogeological conditions. GLEAMS was developed by the USDA (Knisel et al. 1992; Knisel and Davis 2000) and is maintained by the USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS), Southeast Watershed Research Laboratory, in Tifton Georgia (http://www.ars.usda.gov/ main/site_main.htm?modecode=66-02-05-00). The Gleams-Driver program is a pre-processor and post-processor for GLEAMS. It prepares input files for GLEAMS, runs the GLEAMS program, and then reads and processes the output from GLEAMS.

The GLEAMS program itself is not difficult to use for individuals who are comfortable with DOS-based programs. GLEAMS comes with DOS-based input file editors to facilitate use. GLEAMS output files provide direct estimates of concentrations and/or amounts of pesticides in and losses of pesticides from treated fields. This output may then be used to estimate concentrations of pesticides in either nontarget fields or bodies of water. This process, however, can be time consuming and somewhat intimidating for individuals who are not comfortable with DOS programs. Many individuals in the Forest Service have expressed an interest in having the capability to run GLEAMS in an environment that will handle the pre-processing (i.e., preparation of input files) as well as post-processing (i.e., the use of output files to estimate concentrations in offsite areas such as fields, streams, and ponds). In response to this need, Region 8 of the USDA/Forest Service commissioned the development of the Gleams-Driver program.

GLEAMS has been used as a modeling tool in Forest Service risk assessments over the past 8 years (SERA 1999). Initially, GLEAMS simulations conducted for Forest Service risk assessments were based on GLEAMS Version 2 (Knisel et al. 1992). The results from GLEAMS 2 were used to estimate concentrations of pesticides in soil. In addition, auxiliary programs were developed by Syracuse Environmental Research Associates (SERA) using Visual dBase (Version 5.7, 16-bit) to provide estimates of pesticide concentrations in water using relatively simple models for ponds (fixed volume) and streams (fixed flow) (SERA 2000). With the release of GLEAMS Version 3 (Knisel and Davis 2000), the auxiliary programs developed by SERA were ported from Visual dBase to dBASE PLUS (Version 2.01, 32-bit http://www.dbase.com/) and revised to improve performance. In addition, the water models were revised to include variable water volumes for ponds and variable flow volumes for streams (SERA 2004).

The previous auxiliary programs developed by SERA (2000, 2004) were developed internally by SERA and were intended only for in-house use in the support of the preparation of Forest Service risk assessments. While key algorithms in the source code were included in the SERA (2000, 2004) documentation and full source code was provided with various risk assessments, this source code was of little use to individuals who were not familiar with XBASE languages such as Visual dBase and dBASE PLUS. In addition, the source code was not intended for
An additional limitation of the previous programs used by SERA involved the generic nature of the exposure assessments that are used in Forest Service risk assessments. As detailed in SERA (2004), it is impossible to anticipate the range of exposures that might be encountered in the forestry applications of pesticides. As an alternative, the generic exposure assessments included in Forest Service risk assessments attempt to encompass an extreme range of conditions by modeling applications to sand, loam, and clay at annual rainfall rates ranging from 5 inches to 250 inches. During the first year of the simulations prior to pesticide applications, rainfall was assumed to occur in a uniform amount each day. In all subsequent years, the rainfall was modeled to occur in uniform amounts once every tenth day.

There is no expectation that this set of exposure assumptions will realistically reflect natural rainfall patterns. In combination with other extreme assumptions concerning site-characteristics, the intent of the generic modeling in Forest Service risk assessments is to develop extreme values for exposure assessments that are likely to encompass levels of exposure that might be realized in Forest Service programs. As a result, modeled concentrations of pesticides in water and soil often varied by factors of well over 1000 in many of the Forest Service risk assessments. These estimates, however, are difficult to adapt to site-specific environmental assessments, environmental impact statements, and other related activities that are routinely conducted by Forest Service personnel.

The development of the current program is intended to address these limitations in the use of GLEAMS in support of Forest Service activities. The Gleams-Driver program provides a relatively simple interface for conducting GLEAMS runs and using the results of these runs to estimate exposures to both adjacent fields and bodies of water (streams and ponds).

As detailed in this documentation, the Gleams-Driver program operates in two modes: Quick Run and Full Run. The Quick Run is intended for users with minimal familiarity with GLEAMS. It permits the user to perform exposure assessments based on a number of critical site-specific conditions, including weather patterns, soil types, and physical characteristics of both the treated field as well as the nontarget field and bodies of water. The Full Run allows users who are familiar with GLEAMS to employ a fuller set of site-specific exposure factors (e.g., multiple slope segments) and to employ Monte Carlo techniques to more fully capture uncertainties in the exposure assessments. Both Quick Runs and Full Runs should be much more useful to Forest Service personnel than the generic exposure assessments that are present in Forest Service risk assessments.

After a brief overview of the installation process (Section 2), this document describes the main program screen (Section 3) and the screens for each of the basic types of runs: Quick Runs (Section 4) and Full Runs (Section 5). In addition, this documentation describes various utilities built into the Gleams-Driver program (Section 6) and the algorithms used to estimate exposures.
using output files from GLEAMS (Section 7). Lastly, this documentation gives an overview of the reports and databases generated by the Gleams-Driver program (Section 8). A list of references (both references cited and references consulted) is provided in Section 9.

As with previous versions of the documentation for using GLEAMS in Forest Service risk assessments (SERA 2000, 2004), this document as well as the Gleams-Driver program may be useful to individuals attempting to learn or become more familiar with GLEAMS but this documentation is not intended to serve as a tutorial for learning to properly apply GLEAMS. GLEAMS is a very complex model. The user manual for GLEAMS (Knisel and Davis 2000) is the best source of information for learning to use GLEAMS and for developing GLEAMS simulations.

In addition, this documentation for Gleams-Driver does not specifically address the merits of using the GLEAMS model in any particular application. Nonetheless, GLEAMS has been tested extensively for modeling pesticides (Cohen 1996; Connolly et al. 2001; Garnier et al. 1998; Leonard et al. 1987; Leonard et al. 1987; Sichani et al. 1991; Truman and Leonard 1991) as well as nutrients (e.g., de Paz and Ramos 2002; Djordjic et al. 2002), and results from GLEAMS are generally comparable to PRZM (Pesticide Root Zone Model), another root zone model developed and used by the U.S. EPA (Jones and Mangels 2002; Ma et al. 1999; Mueller et al. 1992; Parrish et al. 1992; Smith et al. 1991).
2. INSTALLATION

2.1. Pre-Installation
There is no reason to suspect that installing Gleams-Driver will harm your computer in any way. Nonetheless, you should back up all of your critical files and set a Restore Point before you install any program on your PC. A restore point allows you to bring your computer back to the same condition that it was in before you installed a program. Restore points are automatically set at varying periods by most newer windows operating systems.

To manually set a restore point, click Start/Programs/Accessories/System Tools/System Restore and then follow the instructions for creating a restore point. The restore point can be named anything that is meaningful to you – e.g., “Before Installing Gleams-Driver”.

To actually restore your computer, follow the same set of procedures and select the option to “Restore my computer to an earlier time”.

2.2. Installation
The current release of Gleams-Driver can be downloaded from SERA’s web site: www.sera-inc.com. Go to this web address and select the large tab labeled Gleams-Driver. The complete installation package will be in a zip file. Unzip this file in any directory on your PC.

Two types of installation zip files may be found at the web site: a full installation indicating that all DLLs (dynamic link libraries) are included and a light installation indicating that few DLLs are included.

The full package with all DLLs should install and work on all PCs with Windows XP or Windows 2000. No problems involving a full installation have been reported except for issues associated with administrative privilege on some government PCs. If you are installing Gleams-Driver on your own PC, install the full installation.

Some users (particularly federal employees who are working on a network) may not have clearance or administrative privileges to use the full installation because the installation program for the full installation may want to update some existing DLLs. These individuals should try the light installation. The light installation works on PCs that have relatively recent and well-maintained versions of Microsoft Windows, MS Office programs, as well as some programming packages such as Visual Basic. On other PCs, however, the light installation may install without error but Gleams-Driver may not produce results or may generate runtime errors (Section 4.9). If this happens to you, you may have to use the full installation or you may need to install utilities and/or libraries that are available at www.microsoft.com. Further details on using the light installation as well as a discussion of light installations that result in Gleams-Driver not running correctly are given in Appendix 1.
The zip files for both light and the full installations contain a large file with the **CAB** extension, `setup.lst`, `setup.exe`, and a subdirectory named **Support**.

The file named `setup.lst` is a text file that contains a list of all files that will be installed on your system and indicates where these files will be installed. The **CAB** contains the main information for installing the program. This is a specially formatted file that you should not try to open. The **Support** subdirectory contains a number of additional files including DLLs, various Microsoft Access files needed by the program, help files, as well as various other supplemental files that are needed to install or run the program.

In the directory where you unzip the installation zip file – i.e., the directory with the large **CAB** file and `setup.lst` – the installation process is initiated by starting `setup.exe`. Do this by double clicking on `setup.exe` while in Windows Explorer. This will start the installation process, which is similar to that of most windows applications. After you select where you want the program installed, you may see a screen indicating that **Microsoft Data Access Components** (Version 2) is being installed. Gleams-Driver makes extensive use of Microsoft Access databases. The installation of **Microsoft Data Access Components** (Version 2) is necessary for Gleams-Driver. Some PCs will already have these components installed.

Gleams-Driver is written in Visual Basic 6.0 (SP6) and an effort has been made to use only common user interface tools (e.g., text boxes, text labels, drop down lists, etc.) to minimize the number of files that need to be copied to your PC. Nonetheless, you may get one or more messages that the installation program wants to copy a newer version of a file (most often a DLL) onto your PC, replacing an older file. Typically, common MS Windows DLLs are backward compatible and installing a newer version of the DLL will do no harm. Occasionally, however, installing a newer version of a DLL can cause conflicts with other programs. Again, because the DLLs used by Gleams-Driver are standard to most Windows operating systems, you may be able to run Gleams-Driver using older DLLs. Thus, during the installation process, you may be given the option to skip an update of a DLL. Doing this will probably not effect the running of Gleams-Driver.

In the development of this program, no DLLs were developed or customized and no third party DLLs are used. All DLLs that the program will install are DLLs obtained from Microsoft, either as part of Windows updates or as part of Visual Basic 6.0 (SP6).
2.3. Post-Installation

After the Gleams-Driver program is installed, the main program directory (i.e., the place where you installed the program, typically something like C:\Program Files\Gleams-Driver), will contain the following directory structure:

- **Main Program Directory**
- **GLEAMS Working Directory**
- **SupportFiles**
- **Locations**
- **Examples**

The **Main Program Directory** will contain the Gleams-Driver program and **ST6UNST.LOG** (an uninstall text file discussed further in Section 2.4).

The **GLEAMS Working Directory** contains a copy of the GLEAMS program, **GLMS30.EXE**. **GLMS30.EXE** is necessary for the Gleams-Driver program to run. **GLMS30.EXE** is installed during the installation of the Gleams-Driver program. Modifications to **GLMS30.EXE** are not designated specifically by version or build number. The April, 2007 release of **GLMS30.EXE** is currently installed with Gleams-Driver.

The **SupportFiles** subdirectory contains four files: **Chemicals.mdb**, **Locations Available.mdb**, **RunTemplate.mdb**, and **Standard Soil Values.mdb**. **Standard Soil Values.mdb** is a standard Access database with information on soil parameters. If this file is not present, the Gleams-Driver program will not run. **Chemicals Available.mdb** and **Locations Available.mdb**, as the names imply, contain information about the chemicals and locations that are available to the program. The maintenance of these files are discussed further in Section 6.2. **RunTemplate.mdb** is used as the basis for creating Access input files, as discussed further in Sections 4 and 5. If **RunTemplate.mdb** is missing, you will not be able to run GLEAMS using Gleams-Driver.

The **Locations** subdirectories under the **SupportFiles** subdirectory contains the actual information that is needed by the program on locations. This information is stored in MS Access databases and these are discussed further in Section 6.1 (Weather Files).

2.4. Uninstalling

Gleams-Driver can be uninstalled like any other windows program by going to **Start/Settings/Control Panel/Add-Remove Programs**. The base directory where Gleams-Driver is installed contains a file with a name like **ST6UNST.LOG**. This is similar to **setup.lst** – i.e., it is a text file indicating what files were installed with Gleams-Driver and where the files were installed. You should never delete this file. If you delete **ST6UNST.LOG**, Gleams-Driver will not uninstall correctly.
Even after a normal and successful uninstall, you may get a message indicating that not all files could be removed. This simply indicates that you have created some files in the program directory or a program subdirectory that were not originally installed with Gleams-Driver. This is normal and the files and/or subdirectories can be manually deleted.
3. Main Screen

3.1. Overview
The first time that you run Gleams-Driver, a Screen Resolution Check window will appear in the upper left hand corner of your screen. As indicated on this window, the Screen Resolution Check should not occupy more than the upper left quadrant of your screen. If it occupies a larger space and you continue, some of the other windows used by Gleams-Driver will exceed the size of your screen. If the Screen Resolution Check window is too large, you should increase your screen resolution. This check will only happen the first time that you run Gleams-Driver. When this check is completed, a plain text file, ResolutionCheck.Txt, is written to the directory where Gleams-Driver is installed. The existence of this file suppresses the Screen Resolution Check window.

Screen Resolution Check window is followed by a Checking Installation window, as illustrated in Figure 1. As the name implies, this screen indicates that the program is determining if the installation was successful and that all necessary files are installed in the correct directories. This check will be made each time that Gleams-Driver is started.

Each time Gleams-Driver is started, another plain text file is created and this file is named Errors in Gleams Driver Run.txt. Any errors that are encountered during a session of running Gleams-Driver will be sent to this file. This file may also contain warning messages. These will typically relate to internal adjustments that Gleams-Driver may have needed to make to your input data. These will not necessarily be a problem but are adjustments that you should be aware of. In addition, this file will provide statistics on the number of simulations conducted by the program and the time that was required to complete the simulations.

You should look at Errors in GLEAMS Driver Run.txt regularly. Various screens may indicate that errors have occurred but Errors in GLEAMS Driver Run.txt will provide more detailed information. These error messages will mention various classes and specific class functions. If you are not familiar with the source code, these may have limited meaning to you. Nonetheless, if the errors appear to involve user inputs, the error messages may help you to correct the errors.
After the installation check is completed, the main program screen will open. This screen is illustrated in Figure 2 and is also included at the top of this page. The Main Screen can be used to initiate Quick Runs (Section 4) or Full Runs (Section 5) either by pressing the buttons or selecting the menu items (i.e., Runs/Quick Run or Runs/Full Run). The main screen is also used to access utilities (discussed in Section 6).

3.2. Series Run

The main screen has not only the **Quick Run** and **Full Run** buttons but also a **Series Run** button. This is a very simply utility that allows you to do any number of Gleams-Driver runs. To do a series run, put all of the Access input files into a single directory. These input files can be created using either the Quick Run or Full Run facilities or any combination of the two. Press the **Series Run** button and then use the Set button to navigate to the directory where you have the Access input files and specify the name of a Series Driver file. The Series Driver file will be created by Gleams-Driver and will contain the names of the Access input files in the directory. The **Series Run** utility will then start the first simulation and move on to each of the remaining simulations. The Abort button on the **Series Run** form can be used to halt the series at any time. The program will not stop, however, until the simulation that is in progress is completed. The series can then be restarted at the previous stop point at a later time. [If you really need to
stop the program, you can do so with the Windows Ctrl-Alt-Del facility. This will do no harm. The only consequence is that program will have to start the simulation that you halted from the beginning.]

As discussed more fully in Section 8.1 (Error Files), automatic run-specific error reporting is suppressed during a Series Run. This error suppression is necessary in order to allow other runs to proceed – i.e., if you a doing 10 runs overnight, you would not want an error or warning in the second run to stop all of the other runs from proceeding. **Thus, before using any results, you should check each run-specific error file after a Series Run is completed.** See Section 8.1 for details of the run-specific error files.

While the Quick Run (Section 4) and Full Run (Section 5) features are discussed in some detail in this documentation, the Series Run is not discussed further. The Series Run is a very primitive and simple utility. Nonetheless, the Series Run may come in handy if you need to do a large number of simulations that will take a long time to complete (e.g., if you are doing multiple sites or chemicals or if you want to do a sensitivity analysis). Using the Series Run, you can start the simulations and let them run overnight or over the weekend as needed.

### 3.3. Version Information and Help Features

Lastly, the Main Screen specifies the version of Gleams-Driver that you are using. In Figure 2, the version is **1.8.180**. As discussed further in Section 6.6, the last number, **180**, is a **build number**. Each time that the program is compiled, a new build number is assigned. As various minor changes are made to the program, the build number will increase (i.e., be incremented). Thus, the version **1.8.180** designation indicates the **180th** build of Gleams-Driver. This build was current at the time this documentation was written but before the final release data of Version 1.8. The build number will be different (greater than 180) on the copy of Gleams-Driver that you are running.

Each program screen is set up so that positioning the cursor over a particular part of the screen (e.g., a button or text box) will show a “Quick Tip” that provides information about the item that the cursor is over. In addition, Gleams-Driver has standard Windows Help. This can be accessed by selecting the Help menu item on the Main Screen or by pressing the F1 (Help) key at any time. All of the screens in Gleams-Driver have context sensitive help. This feature is most fully developed in the Quick Run screen (Section 4).
4. Quick Run

Quick Runs are designed to allow you to take advantage of many of the options in both GLEAMS and Gleams-Driver with minimal effort and using terminology and descriptions that will be familiar to many individuals in the Forest Service. A Quick Run is actually two runs that are conducted simultaneously: one run for a nontarget (untreated) field that is immediately adjacent to the treated for field (Section 4.5) and the other for a body of water (that can be specified as a stream or a pond) that is immediately adjacent to the treated field (Section 4.6). Internally, Gleams-Driver distributes all of the pesticide losses from GLEAMS as well as any drift specified by the user to both of the nontarget sites, the water and adjacent field. Again, this essentially constitutes two different Gleams-Driver runs.

A Quick Run is useful for conducting preliminary exposure assessments using many factors that can be characteristic of a particular program activity, region, and geographic location. While a Quick Run does not use all of the capabilities of a full run (Section 5), a Quick Run can provide estimates of exposure that may be far more useful in an environmental assessment or EIS than any of the generic exposure estimates in standard Forest Service risk assessments.

The Quick Run screen is illustrated in Figure 3. The screen is divided into seven areas:

- General Run Information (band across the top of the screen)
- Treated Site
- Application
- Soil
- Nontarget Site
- Water Body
- Run Status and Options (band across the bottom of the screen)

Each of these screen areas has a title area in bold green text in Arial Font with a white background. If you click within these title areas, a help window for the area will open. This help window will give you a general overview of the information that you may enter or change.

Each of the seven screen areas listed above are discussed in the subsections below. For convenience, each of these subsections includes non-numbered and non-titled embedded figures of sections of the Quick Run screen (Figure 3) that are being discussed.

4.1. General Run Information

The top part of the Quick Run screen specifies general information about the run: the run series name, the name of the driver file, the number of weather-year sets, the number repetitions per weather-year set, a random seed, and the Weather Year Offset (discussed further below).
In the Quick Run window, the name of the **Driver File** is the only field on the entire form that needs to be completed before the run can begin. The name of the driver file is the name of the MS Access database file that will hold all of the input data for the run – i.e., the **Access input database**. This file is discussed in greater detail in Section 5 (Full Run). The driver file should be specified using the **Set** button on the right side of the text field that contains the driver file name.

Pressing the **Set Button** to the right of the **Driver File** will open a standard file dialog box (illustrated to the left). Use the normal windows navigation tools to locate (or create) the directory where you want to store the results of the run. Type in the name of the MS Access database file that you want to create as the driver file in the file name box. Note that you can select a driver file that already exists. Doing so, however, will overwrite any run specific information in the driver file. Unless you plan on using the driver file as a template for a full run (Section 5), you may not care about this.

The **Simulation Name** can be any descriptive title that is meaningful to you. This name is used to set the name of the **Access output database** (Section 8.3).

The General Information area also allows you to specify the number of **Weather-Year Sets** and the number of **Repetitions per Weather-Year Set**. Each Gleams-Driver run requires a data file with weather information. Each of these files must contain a full year of weather information for each full or partial year that you are including in the simulation. These weather files are referred to as **Weather-Year Sets**.

If you are not doing repetitions on the weather-year sets, the number of weather-year sets is equivalent to the number of simulations that you want to do. Otherwise, the number of simulations is the product of the number of weather-year sets and the number of repetitions per set.

The ability to specify both the number of weather-year sets and the number of repetitions per set reflects the two sources of variability and/or uncertainty that Gleams-Driver will simulate:
variability in weather patterns and variability in other model input parameters such as chemical or soil properties. [In discussing Monte Carlo simulations, a distinction between uncertainty and variability is often made. For the sake of simplifying this discussion, the term variability is used to encompass both uncertainty and variability.]

As discussed in 6.1, variability in weather patterns is handled by Gleams-Driver through the use of weather data generated by Cligen, a climate simulator. Other forms of variability are handled internally by Gleams-Driver using random number generators for various distributions (discussed further in Section 5 and Section 6.4).

Note that the number of weather-year sets that you can specify is limited by the number of years in the database for the location that you have selected. For example, if you a doing a run that requires 3 weather years for each run and you specify that you want to do 500 simulations, you would need 1500 years of data. In terms of the location file that you are using, this file would actually need to have 2000 years of data because Gleams-Driver (and GLEAMS) are sensitive to leap years.

The number of weather-year sets that you need will depend on the Start Date and End Date for the simulations that you specify on the APPLICATION section of the Quick Run form. For example, if you a doing a run that starts on July 1, 2002 and ends on July 1, 2004 (i.e., a two year period), the Gleams-Driver run will start on January 1, 2002 and end on December 31, 2004, thus using 3 years of weather data rather than two.

This can get rather complicated. As a convenience, Gleams-Driver will check the Location file that you have specified against the number of Weather Year Sets that you enter. If there are not enough years in the location database, Gleams-Driver will reduce the number of Weather-Year Sets to the maximum number that the location database will support.

The repetitions of weather-year sets is the number of simulations that you want to do for each weather-year set that you are running. In these repetitions, the same weather-year set is used repeatedly for the number of times that you specify. In these repetitions, however, the other model parameters, such as rates of degradation, are allowed to vary. This variability within each repetition will occur in a Quick Run only if you checked one or more of the check boxes for using default variability as discussed further below (Section 4.3 for soil, Section 4.4 for applications, and Section 4.6 for bodies of water).

Users who are doing a Quick Run simply to get a general sense of the results for a site or region will typically want to leave the number of repetitions at the default value of 1 – i.e., every simulation will involve variability in weather patterns as well as variability in other model parameters. Conversely, individuals who are interested in the impact of a single model parameter (e.g., drift) or group of model parameters (e.g., soil) under a fix set of weather conditions might want to set the number of Weather-Year simulations to 1 (i.e., use only a single set of weather data in the simulations) and specify a number (perhaps a large number) of repetitions. This type of run can be used in what is referred to as Sensitivity Analysis. Some
users may want to allow variability in weather-year sets as well as allow the other model parameters to vary a fix number of times for each set of weather-year simulations. This is sometimes referred to as a Two-Dimensional Monte Carlo simulation.

The total number of simulations that you will run will be the product of the number of weather sets and the number of repetitions per weather set. Note that the box showing the **Total Number of Simulations** is calculated from the number of weather-year sets and the number of repetitions per weather set set. You cannot change the value of the total number of simulations directly.

As discussed in Section 4.4, the starting and ending years for the simulation are entered in the Application section of the Quick Run form. The starting years and ending years are used merely to determine the number of years that each simulation will cover. In other words, starting at year 2000 and ending at year 2003 will give you the same results (all other things being equal) as using a starting year of 2004 and an ending year of 2007.

These are mentioned here because they interact with the field in the General Information section that is labeled **Weather Year Offset**. Both GLEAMS and Cligen are sensitive to leap years and thus Gleams-Driver is sensitive to leap years as well. Using a starting year of 2000 (a leap year) and ending at year 2001 would lead to a 731 day simulation whereas using a starting year of 2001 and ending at year 2002 would lead to a 730 day simulation.

Leap years impact the use of location/weather files. As discussed more fully in Section 6.1, location files contain basic information on the geographic location of a site (e.g., latitude, longitude, and elevation) as well as daily, monthly, and yearly sets of weather statistics (e.g., temperature, wind speed, and precipitation). Each location/weather file is an MS Access data database that has been generated from a Cligen text file (USDA/NSERL, 2005). Cligen is another program developed by the USDA/ARS as a climate generator or simulator.

In doing a simulation, the Gleams-Driver program notes the starting year that you have specified and the field labeled **Weather Year Offset**. The **Weather Year Offset** is simply the first year from the appropriate Access database that will be used in the simulation. The Gleams-Driver program will ensure that the starting year and the **Weather Year Offset** are synchronized in terms of the occurrence of leap years. For example, if you specify a starting year of 2002 (i.e., 2 years until the occurrence of a leap year) and attempt to use the default **Weather Year Offset** of 1 (3 years until the first leap year), the Gleams-Driver program will automatically adjust the **Weather Year Offset** to 2 (i.e., 2 years until the first leap year).

Users who are exploring the impact of differing rainfall patterns with small numbers of simulations can also change the **Weather Year Offset** to any value that they choose (within the limitations of the number of years that are in a particular location/weather file). Thus, rather than using a **Weather Year Offset** of 2 with a starting year of 2002, the user could enter a starting year of 10. This value would be accepted by the program and would result in the use of a different set of rainfall values for the run. As with the default year for the
**Weather Year Offset**, the program will check any value for **Weather Year Offset** that is entered by the user and will adjust the value to be in synchrony in terms of the occurrence of leap years with the start year entered by the user.

The last field in the General Information of the Quick Run form is the **Random Number Seed**. The **random seed** can be used to enter a numeric value that sets the initial conditions of the random number generator. This field should be set if you are using the Monte-Carlo capabilities of Gleams-Driver and you want to ensure that your Monte-Carlo analysis is reproducible. If you do not set the random seed, the random number generator will be initialized by the system clock (i.e., using the date and time that you start the simulation). This will lead to a different set of results each time you do the simulation and the results will not be reproducible by others. The Monte-Carlo capabilities of Gleams-Driver are discussed further in Section 5.4 (Full Run Monte Carlo Simulations) and Section 6.5 (Testing Random Numbers). Note that the random seed does not impact the selection of rainfall patterns. The random variability of rainfall is set in the Cligen run that is used to generate the locations/weather Access database files (Section 6.1).

**4.2. Treated Site/Field**

Information on the treated field/site is contained just below the **GENERAL INFORMATION** section on the left side of the Quick Run form. This section of the form allows you to specify the geographic location of the field, the type of site, surface cover characteristics and conditions, a general classification of runoff potential as well as the area of the field that is being treated, the total area of the field (treated and untreated), the width of the field and the slope of the field. The available choices for the location (i.e., geographic location) of the site are presented in a combo box.

If you specify a treated field area of over 640 acres, you will get a warning message indicating that you are trying to model a very large field. You can disregard this message but you should appreciate that GLEAMS is a field-scale model. The capabilities of GLEAMS to model water balance at the field level has been demonstrated but the watershed used in this evaluation covered only a 0.35 hectare or about 0.8 acre area (Knisel et al. 1991). In an ongoing evaluation of Gleams-Driver, field areas used in the assessment of hydrologic processes vary from 47 acres to about 1,700 acres. A field area of 47 acres is equivalent to about 20 hectares, about twice the size of the standard pond used in many U.S. EPA risk assessments. While the ongoing evaluations of Gleams-Driver suggest that Gleams-Driver may be able to reflect the gross hydrology of drainage areas up to about 1700 acres, the evaluation of monitored pesticide concentrations is limited to 47 acres.
It is not clear from the current evaluation that Gleams-Driver can be applied with confidence at the scale of large water basins. Other models such as the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT, http://www.brc.tamus.edu/swat/) and the Annualized Agricultural Non-Point Source model (AnnAGNPS, http://www.ars.usda.gov:80/Research/docs.htm?docid=5222) are available for modeling large water basins but the use of these tools is much more complex and data intensive than the use of Gleams-Driver. Again, Gleams-Driver is a relatively new tool that is still under evaluation and caution is advised in apply Gleams-Driver to larger watersheds.

A combo box in the Treated Site section of the Quick Run screen is a common user interface tool in Windows applications that combines the properties of a text box and a list. If you press on the down arrow symbol on the right hand side of the box, you will be presented with choices. For the locations combo box, the available locations reflect the location/weather databases that are in the standard installation subdirectory: \SupportFiles\Locations.

To simplify installation and limit the size of the installation files, Gleams-Driver includes location/weather files for only nine standard test sites and each file covers a period of only 24 years. It is anticipated that individuals using this program will create their own location/weather files relevant to their particular location using the utility described in Section 6.1.

Summary statistics for each of the 9 sites selected as standard test sites for Gleams-Driver are summarized in Table 1. Except for Quillayute, Washington, all of the selected test sites are included in WEPP. For Quillayute, Washington, latitude and longitude were used to develop the simulation. In terms of the user interface for the Quick Run, the sites are identified by the combination of precipitation and temperature given in Table 1. For example, the climate file for Hilo, Hawaii is identified as “Warm Wet”. This approach is taken because the files for the standard test sites are intended only to allow the user to explore different results with changes in general climate patterns.

The type of site is also presented in a standard combo box and the available choices are taken from the categories defined in GLEAMS as the variable FOREST:

- agricultural field application
- long leaf conifer forest
- short leaf conifer and cedar forest
- mixed pine-hardwood forest
- hardwood forest.

The surface type, surface cover, surface condition, and runoff potential fields are also selected with combo boxes. These boxes are used together to select the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number for moisture condition II (Knisel and Davis 2000, pp. 24-26). The choices available for surface cover will vary with the selected surface type. All of the choices parallel choices available in the documentation for GLEAMS.

The separate entries for treated field and total field area are intended to allow the user to reflect a
situation where only part of a water drainage area is being treated. GLEAMS uses information only on the treated field. The post-processor algorithms in Gleams-Driver (Section 7) use information on the area of treated field to estimate pesticide loss to a pond or stream. The total field area, however, will be used to estimate the amount of water added to the stream or pond by runoff. The distinction between the treated field area and total field area will impact the results only if water balance is considered. This is discussed further in Section 4.6 as well as Section 7.6.

At this time, the use of the treated field area and total field area is the only method for dealing with spot applications. These two input parameters are located in the Treated Site area of the Quick Run form.

Take for example the illustration below in which 10 spot applications are made to a field as illustrated to the right.

This type of application cannot be input directly into GLEAMS and therefore it cannot be directly input into Gleams-Driver. Instead, you need to determine or at least reasonably estimate the total number of acres that are treated as well as the total area in which the spot treatments occur.

The above example was constructed to illustrate 10 spot applications that are 1 square yard each and that are made over an area that is approximately 20 by 10 yards or 200 square yards. In terms of modeling this type of application in Gleams-Driver, you would basically view the treated field area as 10 square yards and the total field area as 200 square yards as illustrated below:

This approach is best reserved for relatively uniform applications and some judgement may need to be used in selecting the total area that might drain into a nontarget field or body water.

The width of the field corresponds to the length of longest flow path in the GLEAMS documentation (Knisel and Davis 2000, pp. 26-27). Think of this as the length of the flow path from the highest point of the field to the point where runoff would occur to a nontarget field or body of water. This distance should be entered in feet.

The slope of the field entered into this section of the Quick Run screen is a composite of the physical slope of the overland flow profiles (Knisel and Davis 2000, p. 64) and the hydraulic slope of the field (Knisel and Davis 2000, pp. 26). This is one of the major simplifications in the
Quick Run compared to a Full Run. If you are doing a site-specific assessment, you should be able to reasonably estimate the hydraulic slope distinct from the physical slope and you may have multiple overland slope segments. All of these factors can be included in a Full Run (Section 5) but are not included in a Quick Run.
4.3. Soil

The section of the Quick Run form that deals with soil is immediately below the section dealing with the Treated Site (Section 4.2). The section on soil is used to describe the soil or soils at the treated site.

Immediately to the right of the SOIL label is a check box that is labeled “Use default variability”. Similar check boxes are included in the Application area (Section 4.4) and Water Body area (Section 4.6).

In the soil section, checking this box will add variability to several of the properties of the soil or soils that you are modeling. For each property, the initial default is a Triangular Distribution in which the mode is the taken as the estimate in the soil database. The lower limit is 0.5 of the mode and the upper limit is twice the mode. This default distribution can be changed in the Full Run edit screen.

The major part of the soil area involves two lists: Available Soils and Selected Soils. The available soils are taken for the most part from soils described in the documentation for GLEAMS (Knisel and Davis 2000: Table H-3, p. 46; Table H-5, p. 48; and Table E-1, p. 90). These selections correspond to entries in the Access database, Standard Soil Values.mdb (SoilProps table), that is installed with Gleams-Driver. These values are summarized in Table 2 with additional details give in Tables 3, 4 and 5. Most of these values are default values recommended by Knisel and Davis (2000). At the request of the Forest Service and Park Service, additional default values have been provided for volcanic pumice and two organic soils, peat and muck. These are discussed in Appendix 3.

Some soil properties are interrelated and most soil properties are physically limited in the range of values that are plausible. Thus, as noted in Tables 3, 4 and 5, many of the specific soil parameters are constrained internally by Gleams-Driver.

Knisel and Davis (2000) do not provide default values for organic matter. The values for organic matter given in Table 2 are based on an analysis of data provided in the USDA/ARS Pesticide Properties Database. Details of how these values were derived are given in SERA (2006a).
The soils from the Available Soils list box can be moved to the Soils Layers list box by either selecting the soil and using the add button (>>) or by selecting and double clicking on the soil in the Available Soils list box. Soils in the Soils Layers list box are used in the GLEAMS modeling. Soils can be removed from the Soils Layers list box by either selecting the soil in the Soils Layers list box and activating the remove button (<<) or by selecting and double clicking on a soil in the Soils Layers list box. The program will not allow you to remove all soils from the Soils Layers list box. Thus, if you want to remove the soil type that is in the Soils Layers list box by default, you must first add a soil type. Up to four soil layers can be selected (this is the limit in GLEAMS) and the same soil type may appear in more than one layer.

You can control the order of the soils in the Soils Layers list box using the Up and Down buttons that are immediately above and below the list box. The total depth of the root zone can be entered in a separate text box labeled Total Depth of Root Zone (Inches). This depth is used to automatically set the lowest depth of the bottom soil layers. The depth of each soil layer is shown in a separate list box immediately to the right of the Soils Layers list box. These depths can are automatically set by the program as soils are added or removed from the Soils Layers list box. The final depths of each soil layer can be set by selecting the soil layer in the Soils Layers list box and using the Up and Down buttons that are immediately to the right of the Soil Depths list box. The soil depths can be adjusted in this manner only in units of whole inches. If you need a finer scaling, you will need to use the features of the full run.

The other fields in the soil section of the Quick Form are the **Cover Factor** and the **Type of Clay**. The **Cover Factor** corresponds to CFACT in the documentation for GLEAMS (Knisel and Davis 2000). As discussed in some detail by Knisel and Davis (2000, p. 82ff), the sensitivity of CFACT in estimates of sediment yield will vary with the contour of the field.

The cover factor refers to the impact of the canopy cover over the soil surface on soil erosion. The Cover Factor must be a value from 0.0 to 1.0:

- 0.0 = Full canopy cover, no soil should be eroded.
- 1.0 = Bare ground with no foliar interception of rain.

You will probably not want to use either of these extremes. After the emergence of some weeds and/or grasses, values of 0.9 to 0.95 would be reasonable. For a full canopy of pine trees with straw under the trees, a reasonable value would be 0.01.

Note that **CFACT** is an updateable parameter in GLEAMS - i.e., the cover can change as the season changes. In a Quick Run, however, only a single value is used. If you want to make this parameter vary of the course of the simulation, you will need to do a Full Run.
The last field in the soils section of the Quick Run screen involves the type of clay. Three choices are available in the Quick Run list box for the type of clay: kaolinite, montmorillonite, and mixed. The selection in this list box is used to set the specific surface area of clay. This is the \textit{SSCLY} parameter discussed in the documentation for GLEAMS (Knisel and Davis 2000, p. 72ff).

4.4. Application

The application area of the Quick Run form is just below the general information section on the right side of the Quick Run form. This section of the Quick Run form allows you to enter information about what pesticide is being applied, the application rate, the time of the application, and method of application.

This area also contains a button labeled \textit{Note on Spot Applications}. Pressing this button will provide help in using Gleams-Driver to model spot applications. As detailed in Section 4.2 (Treated Site/Field), the best approach to modeling spot applications is to determine the approximate amount that you will apply per acre and enter this in the application rate box. This will functionally treat the spot application as a broadcast application although you can still set the FOLFRC and SOLFRC to mimic the type of spot application.

As with the Soil area of the Quick Run screen, a check box that is labeled \textit{Use default variability} is immediately to the right of the \textit{APPLICATION} label. Checking this box will add default variability to several of the properties of the chemical that you are modeling. As with the check box in the soil area, the initial default is a Triangular Distribution in which the mode is the taken as the estimate in the chemical database. The lower limit is 0.5 of the mode and the upper limit is twice the mode.

Similar to the available sites, the pesticides available in the pesticide combo box will depend on the files in the \textit{Chemicals.mdb} the standard installation subdirectory: \texttt{\SupportFiles\}. The \textit{Chemicals.mdb} database that is installed with Gleams-Driver includes all of the chemicals (i.e., herbicides, insecticides, and hexachlorobenzene) for which GLEAMS runs were conducted in Forest Service risk assessments. Details of the information in this database as well as the specific data source are given in SERA (2006b).
Note that each chemical has three entries designated by soil texture: clay, loam, and sand. This approach is taken because the binding characteristics of all of the chemicals included in Chemicals.mdb are influenced by the specific characteristics of different soils. This is discussed further in SERA (2006b).

Note also that each chemical in the list ends with ", Std" This simply designates that the data is taken from the standard values in the Gleams-Driver release. While this is not a central concern in doing a Quick Run, you should appreciate that many if not all of the chemical properties that will impact the output from Gleams-Driver can and will vary from site-to-site and soil-to-soil. This is one of the reasons that the default variability option has been added to this section of the Quick Run screen.

Because the chemical properties can be extremely variable and because new information may be available to you when you conduct the Quick-Run, a utility is available from the main window for importing information on new chemicals into this database (Section 6.3). The term new chemicals is given in italics here because the chemical itself (e.g., 2,4-D) may already be in the database but you may need to add a separate entry for this chemical to better reflect either site-specific conditions or new information. In such a case, you should select a name for the chemical/site that will differentiate this entry from the standard value such as 2,4-D/sandy loam, Oregon.

The Application area of the Quick Run screen also contains the starting and ending years for the simulation, as discussed in Section 4.1. These merely determine the number of years in the simulation. In both the Quick Run and Full Run, the chemical is applied once per year. You are also able to specify the month and day on which the chemical is applied. Note that the day is taken simply as an offset to the month. Thus, if you enter March 44, the day of application is taken as March 1 plus 44 days. Note that the starting and ending year can be the same. In this case, however, you will not be modeling a full year after the chemical is applied. This will lead to lower time-weighted average values in the Gleams-Driver output than if you have monitored for two or more years. While this may not be an error, a warning note indicating the underestimates will be given in the Gleams-Driver Error File (Section 8.1).

The proportion applied to foliage and the proportion applied to soil correspond to the FOLFRC and SOLFRC parameters in GLEAMS. These are discussed by Knisel and Davis (2000, p. 111).

Application rates should be entered either as lbs a.i./acre or lbs a.e./acre. The choice may not always be obvious. In general, enter application rates for weak acids as lbs a.e./acre and use lbs a.i./acre for other compounds. If you are applying an ester of a weak acids, what you enter (a.e. or a.i.) will depend on what you are modeling. Many esters break down relatively rapidly and you may elect to treat and model the ester as the weak acid, using the chemical and physical properties of the acid rather than the ester. A better approach, however, may be to model the ester and the acid separately because peak exposures to esters may sometimes present significantly different (and often greater) risks than the corresponding weak acid.
You may also enter values for the **Years in Application Cycle** and **Number of Applications**. The years in the application cycle refers to the length of time between the applications. If the applications are made each year (which is the default in a Quick Run) use a value of 1. If the applications are made only every fifth year, use a value of 5. The years in the application cycle corresponds to **IROT** in the GLEAMS pesticide field and **NYEARS** in the GLEAMS hydrology file. See the GLEAMS documentation (Knisel and Davis 2000) for additional details.

The number of applications simply designates the number of times that the pesticide will be applied in an application cycle. The **Year** and **Day** fields in this section of the Quick Run screen indicate the date on which the first application is made. If you specify a value of greater than one in the **Number of Applications** field, another field will become visible in which you can enter the **Interval Between Applications**. The interval field is illustrated in Figure 3. This interval must be specified in days. If the number of days is equal to or greater than one year, you should handle this with the **Years in Application Cycle** field. If you are really trying to characterize a complex series of widely spaced applications, edit the application dates using the Full Run utility.

**4.5. Nontarget Site/Field**

Information on the **NONTARGET SITE** is located immediately below the **APPLICATION** section on the Quick Run form. The nontarget site is modeled as a field that is immediately adjacent to the treated field. As noted in the initial description of the Quick Run at the start of Section 4, the Quick Run is actually two runs that are conducted simultaneously in which all losses from GLEAMS are directed to both a nontarget field and to a nontarget body of water. This section of the Quick Run screen allows you to control how losses are handled in the nontarget field.

As noted in Section 1, GLEAMS is an edge-of-field model and does not specifically consider deposition or persistence of a pesticide on an adjacent field. In generic exposure assessments presented in Forest Service risk assessments (SERA 2000, 2004), the assumption is made that the nontarget field is essentially identical to the treated field. The cumulative proportion of runoff and sediment is used to calculate a functional offsite application rate assuming no degradation. The limitations in this approach are obvious. For a generic assessment, however, no preferable alternative is evident and none have been suggested by reviewers.

In the current Gleams-Driver program, the user may enter the area of the offsite deposition as well as the proportion of loss (runoff and sediment) from the treated field that is deposited to the
nontarget field. This option is intended to allow for sites in which a large treated area may be a
adjacent to a smaller nontarget area (higher risk). Conversely, these options allow for a
relatively small treated area to contaminate a much larger untreated are (lower risk). How the
user selects the area of the nontarget field and the proportion of the contamination to the
nontarget field will depend on the configuration of the treated and untreated sites, and no more
specific guidance seems warranted. As with all aspects of any exposure assessments, the
rationale and justifications for all assumptions should be clearly stated.

This section of the Quick Run form also offers three choices for considering degradation: a
default approach based on the behavior of the chemical at the treated site (Section 7.3), the use of
a fixed field dissipation rate, and the assumption that no degradation occurs. If the user elects to
use a fixed dissipation rate, the text box will appear where the dissipation rate can be entered in
units of days\(^{-1}\). If a field dissipation halftime is available, this can be converted to a field
dissipation rate (k) using the following relationship: \( k = \ln(2) \div \text{halftime} \).

Note that drift to the nontarget field is not specifically set in this section of a Quick Run form.
As discussed below, a drift value as a proportion of the application rate is entered for a nontarget
water body and this drift value is used for the nontarget field. In other words, a Quick Run is
actually two runs combined, one contaminating a nontarget field and the other contaminating a
body of water. In a Full Run, multiple values can be entered for drift to one or more nontarget
fields as well as one or more bodies of water (Section 5).

4.6. Nontarget Water Body

Information on the WATER BODY is located immediately below the NONTARGET SITE
section on the Quick Run form. The water body is modeled as a nontarget body of water that is
adjacent to the treated field. As noted Section 4.4 (Nontarget Site) as well as in the initial
description of the Quick Run at the start of Section 4, the Quick Run is actually two runs that are
conducted simultaneously in which all losses from GLEAMS are directed to both a nontarget
field and to a nontarget body of water. This section of the Quick Run screen allows you to
control how losses to the nontarget body of water are handled and allows you to define the type
of water body as a pond or a stream.

In a Quick Run, the body of water is always referred to with the code WatBod01 and this
cannot be changed by the user. In a Full Run, a common name and a user defined code can be
used. The main choice for the user is given in a combo box used to indicate the type of water
body: a stream or a pond. Depending on this selection, different inputs will be available.

As with the SOIL and APPLICATION areas, a check box that is labeled “Use default
variability” is immediately to the right of the WATER BODY label. As currently implemented,
checking this box will add default variability only to the sediment depth of the pond. This will
not have a major impact on the results for most chemicals.

Note, however, that another check box is included to the right of Fractional Drift to Water
text box. Checking this box will add default variability to drift to both the water body that you
are modeling as well as the nontarget field. As with the other sources of default variability, the
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initial default is a Triangular Distribution in which the mode is the taken as the estimate that you have entered into the drift text box. The lower limit is 0.5 of the mode and the upper limit is twice the mode. **Drift is an extremely sensitive parameter for your simulation.** For both the water body and the nontarget field, a substantial drift may result in a much greater impact on the water body and the nontarget field than the losses from the treated field itself that are modeled by from the GLEAMS output.

Drift can be a very important parameter in deposition to the offsite field as well as the nontarget water body. Gleams-Driver has no utility for estimating drift. These estimates can be taken from other modeling programs (e.g., AgDisp or AgDrift), representative monitoring data, or default values (e.g., 0.1) can be used. If modeled estimates are used, the fraction used should be the approximate average drift over the entire width of the pond or stream.

### 4.6.1. The Pond

For a pond, the user can input the surface area of the pond, initial, minimum, and maximum depth of the pond, the depth of the sediment in the pond, the fractional drift (i.e., the fraction of application rate) to the pond from the application site, and options the impact the behavior of reservoirs as detailed in Section 4.6.4. Lastly, the user can check whether or not water balance is to be considered. The specific algorithms are given in Section 7.4.

The surface area of the pond is used with the value for drift to calculate the amount of the pesticide that is deposited into the pond.

The initial, minimum, and maximum depths interact with the check box on water balance. If water balance is NOT checked, rainfall, runoff, and precipitation are not used to adjust the volume of the pond and only the value of the initial depth is used with surface area to calculate the amount of water in the pond. This in turn is used to calculate the concentration of the pesticide in the water. If water balance is considered, rainfall, runoff, and percolation as well as evaporation are used to calculate the amount of water in the pond during each day of the simulation.

If water balance is considered, the initial depth of the pond is used simply to set the depth of the pond on the day that the simulation starts. In terms of water balance, it should be noted the day that the simulation starts is taken as January 1 of the first year in which the simulation is
conducted. Thus, if the chemical is applied on June 15 (the default for a Quick Run) or six months later on December 15 and the start year is specified as 2007, water balance would be considered starting on January 1, 2007 in both runs. Because of this approach, the initial depth of the pond that is entered in the Quick Run screen will not generally be a sensitive parameter for the concentration of the pesticide in water because the volume of the pond on the day that the pesticide is applied – i.e., the first day on which a pesticide concentration in water is estimated – will be determined largely by the rainfall and evaporation over the period from January 1 to the day the that pesticide is applied.

The entry for the minimum depth, as the name implies, sets the minimum depth of the pond. This along with the surface area of the pond is used to calculate the minimum volume of water that will be in the pond. Regardless of temperature and rainfall pattern, the volume of water in the pond is never allowed to become less than the minimum volume calculated from the minimum depth. This approach is taken to allow the user to reflect local conditions such as input streams and subsurface flows that are not explicitly considered in Gleams-Driver. The minimum depth must be a positive number. In other words, Gleams-Driver is intended for application to only permanent bodies of water and does not support the concept of a transient pond that completely dries out at various times.

4.6.2. The Stream

If you elect to model a stream, a somewhat different set of input values are available. These include the width of the stream as well as the minimum flow rate and the flow velocity.

The stream model used in Gleams-Driver is extremely simple. The assumption is made that the pesticide enters the stream at a single point from the field (e.g., a runoff ditch). Because GLEAMS uses a time-step of one day, Gleams-Driver also must use a time step of one day. The underlying assumption is that the rainfall occurs uniformly over the course of the day and that the pesticide thus enters the stream uniformly over the course of the day. This, of course, will seldom be the case and rainfall will occur sporadically over the course of the day and the consequent concentrations of the pesticide in the stream will also vary sporadically. None of this, however, will impact the average daily concentration. In terms of the use of the estimates of concentrations of the pesticide in the stream to estimate risks, the sporadic nature of the rainfall will have no effect because, as with the time steps in GLEAMS, toxicity data are most often associated with exposure durations of one day or more. Nonetheless, the user should be mindful
of this averaging process in Gleams-Driver when comparing the output from Gleams-Driver to monitoring data. Depending on when the monitoring samples are taken, monitoring results could indicate higher or lower concentrations than the average concentration reported by Gleams-Driver even if Gleams-Driver is accurately modeling the field and adjacent stream.

The width of the steam is used only to estimate deposition from drift. If the drift is set to zero, the width of the stream will have no impact on the calculation of the concentration of the pesticide in the stream.

The water body options are identical to those for the pond and are detailed in Section 4.6.4.

The minimum flow rate in liters per day is analogous to the minimum depth of the pond. As detailed in Section 7.5, the concentration in the stream is calculated simply as the pesticide loss from GLEAMS (in units of mg per day) divided by the minimum flow rate (in units of liters per day). The concentration in the stream is thus calculated base on the pesticide loss associated with rainfall divided by the total flow rate which is calculated as minimum flow rate plus the total amount of water added to the stream from runoff and/or percolation. Note that no pesticide loss will occur on days without rainfall.

Flow velocity is used only to calculate the average concentration in the stream over the distance from the point of contamination to the point downstream that is associated with the flow velocity. For example, if you accept the default of 6900 meters per day, the stream concentration represents the average concentration over an area of 6900 meters down stream from the point of contamination. As detailed in Section 7.5, this average concentration is based only on the halftime of the pesticide in water. Note that the flow velocity is assumed to be fixed. This is an obvious over-simplification. The actual flow velocity will depend on the local conditions. With substantial rainfall, the flow velocity in a real stream will increase. The flow velocity does not impact the calculation of the concentration of the pesticide in the stream (Section 7.5) but flow velocity will effect the estimate of the total length of the stream that is contaminated.

The Quick Run uses a minimum flow rate of 710,000 liters/day and a flow velocity of 6,900 meters/day. Flow rates of streams are highly variable. Many stream flow rates can be found on the USGS web site (www.usgs.gov) and Hampshire Research Institute (1995) has compiled average flow data as well as velocities of flow from USGS records on 55,701 streams as part of their Risk*Assistant program.

The minimum flow rates of 710,000 liters/day is based on data downloaded from USGS at http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/usa/nwis/annual/calendar_year for streams with drainage area of 9.8 to 10 ha – i.e., 0.0380 to 0.0386 square miles. A total of 30 streams with 1712 measurements were identified. The 1712 records were sorted by annual mean flow rates, given in cubic-feet per-second. The lowest 1% value – i.e., record 17 – is 0.29 cubic-feet per-second which corresponds to 709,585.92 L/day [0.29 cu ft/sec × 28.32 L/cu ft × 60 seconds/min ×60 minutes per hour × 24 hours/day]. The lowest 5% value – i.e., record 85 – is 9.62 cu ft./sec (23,500,800 L/day). For generic modeling, the more conservative 1% value is used but is rounded to
710,000 L/day. In any more refined site-specific assessment, the user should make an effort to obtain local estimates of stream flow rates.

The USGS does not provide data on flow velocity. A rate of 0.08 meters/second is used based on data from Hampshire Research Institute (1995). This value is used to derive a flow velocity of 6912 meters/day:

\[ 0.08 \text{ m/sec} \times 60 \text{ sec/min} \times 60 \text{ min/h} \times 24 \text{ h/day} = 6912 \text{ m/day}. \]

The value of 6912 meters/day is rounded to 6900 meters/day on the Quick Run screen. As with stream flow rates, local values should be used when they are available.

4.6.3. Impact of Treated and Total Field Areas

As discussed in Section 4.2, the separate entries for treated field and total field area are intended to allow the user to reflect a situation where only part of a water drainage area is being treated. The size of the treated field determines the amount of pesticide as well as the amount of water that is transported to the pond or stream from the treated field. The size of the total field area is used internally by Gleams-Driver to calculate the size of the untreated area that will drain into the water body. This in turn is used to calculate the amount of water that is added to the pond or stream without any additional pesticide. Thus, the relationship of the area of the treated field to the total field area can have a substantial impact on the estimated concentrations of the pesticide in water.

For a pond, it may be relatively easy to determine the approximate total drainage area by direct examination or topographical maps. For a stream, however, the drainage from untreated areas upstream and downstream may be considered. Drainage from areas upstream of the treated site will increase the flow rate of the stream adjacent to the treated site and lower the concentration of the pesticide in the stream water adjacent to the treated site. Similarly, areas immediately downstream will also contribute to amount of water in the stream – i.e., the flow rate in L/day – and this will also decrease the concentration of the pesticide in sections of the stream that are downstream of the application site.

It is not possible to provide general guidance on the extent to which the total field area should be adjusted to account for additional water in the stream due to untreated areas that are upstream and/or downstream from the treated site. The user should be mindful that GLEAMS is a field scale and not a watershed model. Because adjusting the total field area can only decrease the concentration of the pesticide in water – i.e., make the resulting assessment of risk less conservative – the use of the total field area for estimating concentrations in streams is discouraged unless a clear rationale with reasonable limitations on the total field area can be articulated.

The best rationale for adjusting the total field area in estimating concentration in a stream could involve monitoring on the site that you are intending to model or a closely related site. If the stream concentration modeled by Gleams-Driver is substantially greater than monitored
concentrations, this could suggest that upstream or downstream drainage is impacting the analysis and an adjustment to the total field area could be justified. Note that the chemical on which this assessment is based would not necessarily need to be the chemical that you are attempting to model. In other words, you would be calibrating the behavior of the site rather than the behavior of a specific chemical.

4.6.4. Water Body Options

By default, Gleams-Driver takes daily losses from that field that are modeled by GLEAMS and assumes that these losses go directly to the water body on the same day that they are lost from the field. These losses include the volume of water in percolate and runoff as well as the mass of the chemical in percolate, runoff, and sediment. If you are doing a standard Quick Run in which the entire field is being treated – i.e., the treated field area is equal to the total field area as discussed in Section 4.6.3. – this is a conservative assumption and you may want to leave the water body options box blank.

The assumption of instantaneous transport from the field to the water body, however, is not realistic, especially for large areas. This is particularly true for percolation. If you are treating a large field, percolate from the section of the field that is immediately adjacent to the water body may reach the water body very quickly. Percolate from more distant sections of the field, however, will take longer to reach the water body.

To account for this type of behavior, Gleams-Driver allows you to define three virtual reservoirs

- **Perc**: designating the percolate loss (water and chemical) from the field
- **Runo**: designating the runoff (water and chemical) loss from the field
- **Sedi**: designating the sediment (mass of sediment and chemical) loss from the field.

For each of these reservoirs, you can specify four parameters:

- **MediaLossRate**: the first-order rate constant for loss of the water or sediment from the reservoir to the water body in units of day$^{-1}$
- **ChemLossRate**: the first-order rate constant for loss of the chemical from the reservoir to the water body in units of day$^{-1}$
- **ChemDegRate**: the first-order rate constant for degradation of the chemical in the reservoir in units of day$^{-1}$
- **PropLost**: the proportion of loss from the field to the reservoir
A specific value for a specific reservoir is designated by concatenating the reservoir code with the parameter code. For example, \texttt{PercMediaLossRate} designates the rate constant for loss of percolation water from the virtual reservoir to the body of water.

The values for each parameter are indicated by an equal sign following the parameter code and then the value itself. For example, \texttt{PercMediaLossRate = 0.05} would indicate a first order loss rate of 0.05 day\(^{-1}\) for percolation water from the virtual reservoir to the body of water. The values for any of the parameters can be specified as a distribution. For example, \texttt{PercMediaLossRate = Uniform(0.05, 0.1)} would indicate that the first order loss rate for percolate water has a uniform distribution with a range of 0.05 day\(^{-1}\) to 0.1 day\(^{-1}\).

If you specify more than one parameter, the parameters must be delimited by commas as in the following example:

\[
\texttt{PercMediaLossRate = 0.05, PercPropLost = 0.9}.
\]

In a Quick Run, the above expression would be entered into the \texttt{Waterbodies} data table of the Access data base created by the Quick Run for the \texttt{ValueCode} of \texttt{InpField} as:

\[
\texttt{Site01[\texttt{PercMediaLossRate = 0.05, PercPropLost = 0.9}].}
\]

Internally, Gleams-Driver will take each loss from the site on each day and add this loss to the reservoir. If a \texttt{PropLost} parameter is specified, the daily loss from the site will be multiplied by the \texttt{PropLost} parameter before the daily loss is added to the reservoir. The amount of material (water or chemical) going to the body of water is then calculated as the product of the amount in the reservoir and the \texttt{MediaLossRate} for the reservoir. Once this loss is added to the water body, the same amount is subtracted from the amount remaining in the reservoir. If a \texttt{ChemDegRate} is specified for the reservoir, the amount remaining in the reservoir is reduced by the \texttt{ChemDegRate}. This process is repeated each day.

It is the responsibility of the user to justify the application of reservoirs. In general, the application of reservoirs should be reserved for applications in which you are calibrating the model to monitoring data or have an existing analysis for a similar water body that justifies the use of the reservoir.

Preliminary testing of the reservoirs implemented in Gleams-Driver indicates that the reservoir for percolation can be useful in properly modeling the dynamics of stream flow and pond volume. The reservoirs for runoff and sediment loss could be used to emulate a buffer. This capability, however, has not been evaluated to date in the development of Gleams-Driver.
4.7. Run Status
The bottom part of the Quick Run screen specifies information on the status of the run, contains buttons to both start and stop the run as well as buttons to save or load a Quick Run Screen, and offers two run options: Save All Data and Use Default Variability for All.

4.7.1. Starting and Stopping the Quick Run
The simulation is initiated by activating the Run button. Once this is done, the Simulations in Progress text label and text box will appear and the Run button will change to a Cancel button, illustrated above. If you press the Cancel button, the run will terminate but only after the current simulation is completed.

4.7.2. Saving and Loading a Quick Run
At any time while you are setting up the Quick Run, you can press the Save QR button. The save file selection dialogue box will then open and you will be prompted to enter the name of the file that you want to use to save the Quick Run Screen. The default name is Save Of Quick Run.txt but you should probably change this to something more meaningful to you. Then press the “Save” button in the file selection dialogue box. If the file that you have specified exists, you will be asked whether or not you want to overwrite the existing file.

Once the name of the file has been accepted and you press the “Save” button, an standard ASCII text file will be created in the location that you specify. This file will contain the complete state of the Quick Run screen, including information on all soil layers and options. An example of a Quick Run Save file is given in Appendix 4.

A saved Quick Run file can be reloaded by activating the Load QR button. This will change the current Quick Run screen to the conditions (i.e., values and all options) that existed when the Quick Run Save file was created.

Note that you cannot “Load” an Access input database from the Quick Run screen. Conceptually, the Quick Run screen is intended to be a user-friendly interface between the detailed information in the various Access databases in the SupportFiles subdirectory – i.e., information on the chemicals, locations, and soil – and the information that is required to run GLEAMS. The Access input database that is created by the Quick Run screen, however, is independent of the chemical and soils databases and may contain much more elaborate information – i.e., multiple chemicals, sites, soils etc – all of which may be edited by the user in the Full Run utility or directly in Microsoft Access. Thus, if you want to run or edit the Access
input database that is created by the Quick Run screen, you must use the Full Run screen.

4.7.3. Saving All Data

The **Save Intermediate Data** option determines which output files and intermediate data are stored. When you start a run, the Gleams-Driver program creates three subdirectories in the directory where you create the driver file. These subdirectories are:

- **Access Files**
- **Gleams Output Files**
- **Gleams Input Files**

If the **Save Intermediate Data** box is checked, all input files and output files from GLEAMS are saved in the appropriate subdirectories. The files are renamed to indicate each simulation. The **Access Files** subdirectory will contain only a single Access database, whether or not the button is checked. If the button is checked, however, the Access database will contain data tables for each site that is modeled (treated site, nontarget field, and nontarget water body) for each simulation that is conducted.

If you are reviewing/auditing the Gleams-Driver program to determine that the GLEAMS input files are correct and that the output files are correctly read and manipulated, you will be doing a small number of runs. In this case, saving all intermediate data is necessary. On the other hand, if you are doing a Monte Carlo analysis or even running a modestly large number of simulations (e.g. 100) to look at the impact of rainfall patterns, keeping the **Save Intermediate Data** box checked will lead to a very large number of files and a very large Access database.

4.7.4. Default Variability

Just below the **Save All Data** box is another check box labeled **Use Default Variability for All**. As noted in previous subsections, users can elect to use default variability for information specific to the application, soil, water body, and drift. **Use Default Variability for All** check can be used to control all of these options. When the Quick Run screen is opened, the Quick Run screen is set to not use default variability. Thus, all of the individual check boxes are unchecked and the global **Use Default Variability for All** check box is also unchecked. If you check the **Use Default Variability for All** check box, the individual **Use default variability** boxes will all be checked. Similarly, rechecking the **Use Default Variability for All** check box will turn off (uncheck) all of the individual **Use default variability** check boxes. If you manually check some but not all of the individual **Use default variability** check boxes, the **Use Default Variability for All** check box will appear checked but dimmed. Selecting the **Use Default Variability for All** check box in the dimmed state will clear (uncheck) the **Use Default Variability for All** check box as well as all of the individual **Use default variability** check boxes.

The global **Use Default Variability for All** check box was added as tool to ensure that users are aware of what default variability assumptions will be used in the run. The decision of whether or not to use default variability is one that the user must make depending on their preferences and
approach to Monte Carlo analyses. A position can be taken that Monte Carlo analyses should not be used unless the distributions of the variables are known. In this case, the user would probably elect not to consider default variability. A more liberal position on Monte Carlo analyses could assert that many if not all of the inputs into GLEAMS will never be known with certainty but will most certainly be variable. For example, if you are attempting to model a particular field, you could measure soil porosity (or any other input parameter) and you would get a range of results reflecting some combination of random error in the measurements as well as nonrandom but real differences in porosity in different parts of the field. With these considerations, the user might elect to use default variability simply to reflect some underlying variability in the input parameters. If the user had information on variability this would not be well reflected with the default approach in the Quick Run, the output file from the Quick Run could be used to input more appropriate distributions in a Full Run (Section 5.4).

4.7.5. Run Completion and Output
When the run is completed, you will hear a beep and the tips box will indicate that the run is done. The Cancel button will revert to the run button and simulation progress box will not be visible. As summary of the run results will also be opened in a separate window.

The detailed results of the run will be stored in an MS Access output database that has the name that you specified at the top of the Quick Run screen (Section 4.1). The output files that are generated by Gleams-Driver are similar in both a Quick Run and a Full Run and are described in Section 8 (Reports and Databases).

4.8. GLEAMS and Gleams-Driver Runs
As noted in Section 1, GLEAMS is a DOS program. Gleams-Driver runs GLEAMS in what is called a DOS Shell. When you press the Run button, the input Access data base is made and you are given the option of continuing with the run or exiting back to the Quick Run screen.

If you continue with the run, GLEAMS will open in a plain text DOS window and, when the single GLEAMS run is complete, the DOS window will automatically close. This will typically be a very fast process.

Once the DOS window for GLEAMS closes, there will be a longer period while the Gleams-Driver does post-processing. The post-processing involves reading the GLEAMS daily output file, transferring the information to Access databases, and then applying the post-processing algorithms (Section 7). During this period, the Tips area of the Quick Run screen (Section 4.7) will display the status of the run indicating what is being done. In addition, a graphic progress screen will be displayed. The graphic progress screen (currently an eagle preying on a fish) is intended only as a visual indicator that the program is running. This progress window can be closed at any time during the run and will not impact the progress of the run.

If you are doing a Quick Run, you should never have a GLEAMS run end with an error. This could occur, however, because of an improperly formatted driver file in a Full Run or due to a bug in the programming for a Quick Run.
If there is an error in a GLEAMS run, the DOS window will remain open and you will see the word **PAUSE** followed by the phrase **Press any key to continue . . .**, near the bottom of the DOS window. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

**PAUSE** is a standard DOS command that stops the execution of a bat file, the type of file used by Gleams-Driver to run GLEAMS. **Your computer is not frozen.** The DOS **PAUSE** command is used in the bat file to give you an opportunity to look at the DOS screen to determine what went wrong. In the example given in Figure 5, the dashed red line highlights the area of the DOS screen where useful information might be found. In this example, the error was intentionally caused by deleting a necessary input file, **PST.PAR**. Note that the error message reads "**file not found,**" and goes on to indicate that **PST.PAR** is the name of the missing file.

Once you have obtained any useful information, press any character key on the keyboard and you will be at the standard DOS prompt. This is illustrated in the area below the dashed yellow line in Figure 5. At this point, type in the word **exit** and the DOS window will close. You should then look at the error file, **Errors in GLEAMS Driver Run.txt**. This file may have other error messages generated from the Gleams-Driver program that may help you to correct the error.

As noted in Section 2.3 (Post-Installation), the **GLEAMS Working Directory** is created by the installation program immediately below the directory where Gleams-Driver is installed. Right after installation, this directory contains only one file, **GLEAMS3.EXE**. After each run, however, a number of different files will be in the **GLEAMS Working Directory**. These are illustrated in the figure to the right. After a successful run, these files are moved from the **GLEAMS Working Directory** to the **Last Run** directory that is created by Gleams-Driver in the **GLEAMS Working Directory**. If you experience problems or suspect problems in a Gleams-Driver run these files can be moved or copied to the **GLEAMS Working Directory** and you can re-run GLEAMS at the DOS prompt by executing the **DoField.bat** bat file.
4.9. **Runtime Errors**

Runtime errors are untoward events that are not handled by the Gleams-Driver program but are detected by the operating system. Runtime errors indicate a programming error at least to the extent that the error was not detected and properly handled by the Gleams-Driver program. The runtime errors themselves can be caused by programming errors or data input errors. A substantial effort has been made to prevent data input errors by including additional checks to the input data and by imposing constraints on some of the model parameters (Section 4.3). Some additional effort has been made in trapping other general errors that are not specifically handled by Gleams-Driver. Nonetheless, runtime errors may occur from time to time.

A runtime error will be indicated by a very plain gray error window indicating that an error has occurred. Typically, there will be both an error number and a rather cryptic error message.

Occasionally, the error message can be used to determine why the error occurred and you may be able to correct the error – e.g., a missing file. More often than not, however, the text of the error message may have little meaning – e.g., an unhandled exception in a DLL or an access violation.

If you get a runtime error, it would be helpful if you would note the error number and error message. An even better approach is to make a screen shot of the error message.

In terms of your PC, the runtime error will do no real damage. However, in a runtime error, the program just stops and memory used by the program may not be properly released back to the operating system. Thus, if you get a runtime error, it is a good idea to close any open programs and reboot your computer. This will free any memory that the stopped program may still be using. This procedure applies to runtime errors in any program.
5. Full Run

5.1. Overview

A Full Run is designed to be used by individuals who are familiar with GLEAMS as well as environmental fate and simulation modeling. As illustrated in Figure 5 (and embedded below), the Full Run window has very few options. Similar to a Quick Run, you must select a driver file using the SET button. Unlike the Quick Run, however, the driver file must exist. The Full Run window cannot be used to create an MS Access driver file.

As noted in Section 4.7, the Quick Run utility creates a driver file that can be used in a Full Run. The Quick Run driver file is a relatively simple. In doing a Full Run, the recommended approach is to first do a Quick Run with conditions that are close to those that you want to use in Full Run. Then, exit the Quick Run without actually doing the run and open the input Access database in the Full Run screen. As with the Quick Run, the Full Run window has a Run button that is used to actually do the Gleams-Driver simulation. Pressing the Run button will trigger a series of GLEAMS runs and post-processing that are identical to those done in a Quick Run.

Also as in the Quick Run, Gleams-Driver Help is available by pressing the Help Key (F1) but the help features in the Full Run are less well developed than in the Quick Run.

The power of a Full Run is in the ability to edit the Access driver data base. The structure of this database is illustrated in Figure 6 (and is embedded at the top of the following page). The database consists of seven basic data tables. [Note: In database jargon, a database is a set of one or more tables. The database, at least in MS Access, is a single file that contains data tables as well as other features beyond the scope of this discussion.]
As noted in Section 4.7, these seven data tables contain general information, site information, soil information, chemical information, application information, and information on one or more nontarget sites and bodies of water. In addition to these data tables, the data base contains eight Help Text tables. With the exception of the two help tables for different types of bodies of water (ponds and streams), each Help Text corresponds to a data table and contains help information on the data table.

Each of data tables consists of four columns: ItemCode, ValueCode, Value, and Note. In database jargon, these are referred to as fields. The ItemCode contains a short term that is unique to the item to which the other fields apply. For example, the Quick Run always refers to the body of water with an ItemCode of WatBod01. If another body of water is added in a Full Run, a different code (e.g., Pond02 or Stream02) would be needed.
The **ValueCode** is a code for the type of information. For example, every pond must have an initial depth and this has a value code of **Depth0**. Note that upper case strings used for a **ValueCode** correspond to the nomenclature and codes used in the GLEAMS documentation (Knisel and Davis 2000). The mixed case codes in the **ValueCode** field are codes unique to Gleams-Driver and are most often associated with information needed by the post-processing algorithms (Section 7).

The **Value**, as the name implies, is simply the value that corresponds to the **ValueCode** for the **ItemCode**. Because some values are strings (e.g., names) and some numeric values can be entered as distributions, all **Value** fields are represented in the data tables as string fields.

The **Note** column is a text field (i.e., a memo field) in which the user can enter documentation for the value.

The **Help Text** tables provide detailed plain language descriptions for all **ValueCode** entries that apply to the seven types of data tables – i.e., general information, site information, soil information, chemical information, application information, nontarget sites, and bodies of water (ponds or streams).

### 5.2. Designating Multiple Chemicals, Sites, and other Variables

A major difference between a Full Run and a Quick Run is the ability to consider multiple treated and untreated sites, bodies of water, chemicals, and applications. While an input database can be constructed using MS Access directly, a simpler and less error prone method is to use the **Edit** feature of the Full Run window. As illustrated in Figure 5, the Edit button in Full Run window is directly to the right of the Set button. Once you have opened an existing input database, you can activate the Edit button and this will open the **Full Run Edit window**, which is illustrated in Figure 7.

The top part of the **Full Run Edit** window allows you to select the type of information that you want to edit. The types of information correspond to the seven data tables: general information, site information, soil information, chemical information, application information, and information on one or more nontarget sites and bodies of water. These types of information can be selected using the upper combo box (i.e., labeled **Information Type**). If you have already defined more than one item for a particular type of information, another combo box will be visible immediately below the Information Type combo box. This second combo box will allow you to select the particular item that you want to edit (e.g., Site 01 or Site 02).

Except for the General Information type, buttons below the Current Item combo box will allow you to add or delete items.

To delete an item, simply select the item in the Current Item combo box box and press the **Delete**
**Item** button. You will be asked to confirm the deletion and, if you do so, all information on the item is deleted from the underlying database. Note that you cannot delete an item unless there is more than one item already defined in the database.

To add an item, press the **Add Item** button. Once you do this, the display will change. The caption on the **Add Item** button will change to **Cancel** and an **Add Now** button will appear to the right (see illustration above). At any time before you press the **Add Now** button, you can press the Cancel button and this will cancel the procedure. A text box will also appear where you will need to enter a **New ItemCode**. As discussed above, this item code must be unique – i.e., not already used in the database. If the information type is a body of water, radio button will appear to the right of the **New ItemCode** box and you will need to specify whether you are adding a **Pond** (i.e., any lentic water body such as a pond or lake) or a **Stream** (i.e., any lotic water body such as a stream, creek, or river). Pressing the **Add Now** button will physically add an appropriate set of records to the underlying data table. Note that all **Value** fields are filled with the following string: `#@%!$.` This is intended to make it easier for you to identify which values need to be filled in.

The bottom part of the **Full Run Edit** window contains two areas: the larger area is a grid of the underlying records in the data table and a smaller area of help text for the active record (i.e., row) in the grid.

You can move from row to row using the mouse cursor or the up and down arrow keys.

Note that you cannot position the cursor on either the first column (**ItemCode**) or second column (**ValueCode**). These are filled in automatically by the program. You can and should edit the **Value** and **Note** columns. Guidance for entering information into the **Value** column will be in the help text box below the data grid and the help text will change as you change rows.

Note that some of the different data tables need to have linked entries. Specifically, each site table must be linked to a soil. The following row is near the bottom of the site data table:
This is the code for a soil that is defined in a soil sub-driver file – e.g., SOIL01. The name must correspond to the soil code that is given in a table in the soil sub-driver file. See the discussion in Section 5 of the documentation for Gleams-Driver.

You must enter a code in the value column that would correspond to a code that you designate in the soil sub-driver table. In the third row of a soil data table, you will find the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>SOIL01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Short code for linking the soil to the field. In a Quick Run, this is always set by the Quick Run module to SOIL01 and this soil is linked to SITE01. In a full run, this code can be anything meaningful to the user but it must be linked to the appropriate site – i.e., field.

Thus, if this table describes the soil at the particular site, then the soil code that you enter – e.g., SOIL01 – would be entered in the value column of SoilLink row in the site table.

This approach may seem somewhat circuitous. Several different designs were explored. The approach that has been adopted allows you to minimize the number of data tables that are needed. In the site/soil example, the same soil can be linked to more than one site.

There are similar links needed for application data table and chemical data table. Each application must involve a designated chemical code (i.e., the chemical that is being applied) as well as a designated site code (i.e., where the application is occurring):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical Code</th>
<th>PSTNAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| This must correspond to the short name (PSTNAM, up to 16 characters) used in GLEAMS files as specified in a chemical file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site Code</th>
<th>SiteCode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The site/field where the application is made. This must correspond to the SiteCode in one of the Site Information tables that are included in the driver file.

The codes that are entered here in the value column must correspond to codes that entered in the site and chemical data tables.
5.3. Control of Output Variables

Another advantage of a Full Run over a Quick Run involves the control of output variables. A Quick Run provides a fixed-set of output variables: concentrations in the top 1 foot and top 5 feet of soil, peak offsite application rate for the offsite field, and peak as well as annual water concentrations in nontarget bodies of water (ponds or steams). As noted in the various data tables, you can fill in as many output variables as you want giving concentrations over differing soil depths or time-weighted average concentrations for different periods of time. Note that increasing the number output values will increase the time required for computation.

5.5. Monte Carlo Simulations

The last major difference between a Full Run and a Quick Run involves Monte Carlo simulations. If the check boxes for Use Default Variability are all unchecked, doing multiple simulations in a Quick Run will lead to differences in results based only on differences in rainfall, temperature, and other climate factors. These differences are based on weather simulations from Cligen (Section 6.1). If you enable (check) the Use Default Variability check boxes in Quick Run Screen, you will enable Monte Carlo simulation for many important variables but the default variability – i.e., a triangular distribution in which the mode is the taken the default value, the lower limit is 0.5 of the mode and the upper limit is twice the mode – may not be what you want to use.

In a Full Run, however, you can enter the value for most model parameters as a distribution. You get to select the type of distribution – i.e., normal, log normal, triangular, or uniform – and specify the parameters for the distribution. The syntax for doing this is detailed in Section 6.3.

Not all numeric parameters can be subject to Monte Carlo analysis and guidance on this will be given in the help text of the data table. Internally, the use of distributions is controlled so that most values are allowed to vary from run-to-run rather than day-to-day. This is generally what you would want. For example, while there may be uncertainty in a Koc for a particular compound, it would make little sense to allow the Koc to vary with each day. If the Koc is entered as a distribution, it is only allowed to vary from run-to-run.

It is beyond the scope of this documentation to discuss the proper design and conduct of Monte Carlo simulations. There is a rich literature on Monte Carlo methods and their application to probabilistic risk assessments. If you are doing a Full Run and want to use Monte Carlo simulations, you should be reasonably familiar with this literature. Nonetheless, it should be noted that Gleams-Driver provides empirical confidence intervals. In other words, if you do 20 simulations, the lowest empirical bound that you can get is 0.05 (1/20). In general, this minimal number of runs would not result in stable confidence intervals – i.e., if you did the run again with a different weather offset and a different random number seed, the empirical confidence interval would change and could change remarkably. One indication that you may be doing a sufficient number of runs to properly estimate the variability is stability in the empirical limits among different sets of simulations. As an alternative, you can conduct your own statistical analyses on the individual simulations using any number of statistical software packages.
5.6. Information Sources for Full Runs

The major point of the Full capability of Gleams-Driver is to allow for greater control over the simulation and the incorporation of greater information into the simulation. While there are many sources that can be used to obtain site, soil, and chemical information, three sources of information have been used in the development and evaluation of Gleams-Driver and may be generally useful to others:


The USDA/ARS Pesticide Properties Database was developed and is maintained by the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service (USDA/ARS), Crop Systems and Global Change Laboratory in Beltsville, Maryland. This database contains information useful to environmental modeling on 334 pesticides. In addition to providing recommended values for chemical properties such as soil half-lives and Koc, this database will often have a number of different values for key chemical input parameters. These values can be used to define distributions for Monte Carlo analyses and/or to select values that might be more representative of a particular type of soil texture.

The USDA Web Soil Survey is an online program developed by the USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service (USDA/NRCS). This program provides an interface to a database system containing soil maps and data on more than 95 percent of the counties in the United States. Detailed directions for using this tool are available at the web site, [http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/](http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/). Essentially, the user must specify a general location. This can be done in a number of ways including specifying the latitude and longitude. The next step involves defining what is called an Area of Interest. In terms of Gleams-Driver, this would be the treated field or the drainage area for a body of water. Once this is done, a Soil Map and Soil Data Explorer utility can be used to obtain site-specific data on both the site (the location and distribution of soil types and field slopes) as well many of the specific input parameters that are required by Gleams-Driver. [Note: While this program is very user-friendly, it is highly graphical and appears to involve a great deal of database manipulation. Even with a fast internet connection, the program can sometimes appear to freeze. Experience to date using this program suggests that the program is not actually frozen but simply that a great deal of information is being manipulated and transferred. The information is well-worth the wait.]

The USGS National Water Information System is a web resource that contains a great variety of water-resources data for about 1.5 million sites throughout the United States and Puerto Rico. In terms of Gleams-Driver, the most relevant type of information involves monitoring data on lake volumes and stream flow rates. The information from USGS National Water Information System can be used directly as a source of information on stream flow rates or lake depths. More importantly, this web site provides time series data on both lake volumes and stream flow rates that can be used to calibrate the percolation reservoir in Gleams-Driver (Section 4.6.4).
The National Water Information System web site is largely form-driven – i.e., you specify the water body based on criteria that is entered into a web form. The outputs from this web site that are most relevant to the use of Gleams-Driver consist of text files giving monthly or daily statistics on water volume or stream flow. To facilitate the use of this very important resource, EXCEL utilities have been developed convert the text files from this web site to EXCEL workbooks that can be used to assess the calibration of the percolation reservoir in Gleams-Driver to a specific site.

6. Gleams-Driver UTILITIES

All of the utilities in Gleams-Driver can be accessed by activating the Utilities menu on the main screen. Each of the utilities are discussed in the following subsections.

6.1. Location/Weather Files

6.1.1. Using the Gleams-Driver Conversion Utility

As discussed in Section 4, the locations that are available during a Gleams-Driver run depend on the location/weather Access databases that are in the \SupportFiles\Locations subdirectory under the directory where Gleams-Driver is installed.

Weather files can be imported from text files that are created from Cligen Version 4.3 or Cligen Version 5.2. This import utility can be activated from the main screen of Gleams-Driver (Figure 2) by selecting the Utilities menu item and then selecting Import Weather Files. This will open the Read Weather File form as illustrated in Figure 8.

Cligen files can be imported either simply or with modification. The simple import form is illustrated at the top of Figure 8 and is reproduced in the figure to the right of this paragraph.

This is a very simple form. You need to fill in a descriptive name for the site as well as the name of the Access database that you want to create. The descriptive name can be anything meaningful to you. This name is not otherwise used in the program. The Access database file name must be a file name that follows Windows naming conventions.

Then, using the Set button, you must identify the location and name of the text file from Cligen that you want to convert. Pressing the Set button will bring up the standard file selection box discussed and illustrated in Section 4.1. By default, the filter on the Set button is *.cli. This is the extension that is used by Cligen to name the weather files. The dropdown list on the file selection box can be used to change the files that are displayed to either *.txt (files ending with the txt extension) or *.* (all files). You will need to use this feature only if you have
renamed the Cligen output files.

Note that the Read Weather File form also has an Add Modifiers button. Activating this button will enlarge the Read Weather File form as illustrated in bottom of Figure 8 and reproduced at the top of the following page.

The enlarged form provides you with six fields that allow you to enter multiplicative factors that are used to adjust the values from Cligen for all of the climate values that are used by Gleams-Driver: minimum temperature, maximum temperature, dew point, rainfall, solar radiation, and wind speed.

Cligen simulations are based on past weather patterns. The adjustment feature for the Cligen files has been added to allow the user to make adjustments to the weather variables to approximate weather conditions at locations that are not explicitly covered by Cligen or to conduct the Gleams-Driver simulation based on anticipated or projected changes in future weather patterns – e.g., warmer or cooler temperatures or anticipated increases or decreases in rainfall, wind speed, or solar radiation.

All adjustment factors are multiplicative – i.e., the factor that you entered is multiplied by the value produced by Cligen. No checks on the adjustment factors are made by this utility. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that any differences in the factors are reasonable in terms of their magnitude and interrelationships. For example, entering a factor a 2 in the minimum temperature field would multiply all of the minimum temperatures read from the Cligen file by a factor or 2. This would never be reasonable. In addition, the resulting adjusted minimum temperatures would probably often exceed the maximum temperature unless the same adjustment factor was used for the maximum temperature. Again, it is the responsibility of the user to ensure that any and all adjustments are reasonable and that related adjustment factors are properly set.

When the an Add Modifiers button is activated, the text on the button changes to Cancel Modifiers. Pressing this button collapse the window to its original state and will reset all of modifiers to 1.0.

After the Cligen text file is identified and any modifiers have been set, activate the Read button in the lower left side of the Read Weather File form. The text file will be read into a properly
formatted Access database that can be used by the Gleams-Driver program. The database will be located in the same directory as the Cligen source file.

In order to use this database, you must copy or move the database to the \SupportFiles\Locations subdirectory and then refresh the listing of available databases in Gleams-Driver. The process of refreshing the databases is detailed in Section 6.2.

Note that the Gleams-Driver program expects that the \SupportFiles\Locations subdirectory will contain only Access files that are properly formatted as weather files using the utility described in the section. You should not place any other types of Access database files (i.e., *.mdb) such as input or output databases for Gleams-Driver in the \SupportFiles\Locations subdirectory. If you do so, the non-weather Access files will not be recognized. This will generate a warning message but not an error message.

6.1.2. Getting Cligen Files

Obtaining Cligen weather files will require that you obtain a copy of Cligen Version 4.3 or Cligen Version 5.2. Cligen is a climate generator program that was developed and is maintained by the USDA Agricultural Research Service. Cligen can be downloaded from the following web site: http://horizon.nserl.purdue.edu/Clingen/. Instructions for using Cligen are also available at this web site.

Like GLEAMS, Cligen is a DOS based program. As an alternative to using Cligen directly, users may want to consider using WEPP (Water Erosion Prediction Project) (Flanagan and Nearing1995). WEPP is a windows based program, also developed by USDA/ARS, that offers a very user-friendly interface to Cligen Version 4.3 and Cligen Version 5.2. WEPP can download from the following web site: http://topsoil.nserl.purdue.edu/nserlweb/weppmain/.

The opening screen in WEPP is illustrated in Figure 9. To get to the Cligen interface, you can accept the default selection by activating the start task button (marked with a dashed red line in Figure 9). This will close the Welcome to WEPP for Windows and leave the main window open. When this window closes, use the mouse and double-click on the Climate symbol (marked with a solid red line in Figure 9 and illustrated here to the right of the page) for the default location of Des Moines, Iowa.

When this is done, the Climate: weppdomo.cli window will open (Figure 10). In this window, you can select the State and the weather station for which you want to generate a Cligen weather file and you can specify the version of Cligen that you want to used – i.e., either Version 4.3 or Version 5.2. If you select Cligen Version 5.2, you can also enter a random number seed. The random number seed acts in a manner similar to the specification of the random number seed in Gleams-Driver (Section 4.2). In general, you should specify the random number seed and record the value that you have used. This value is also recorded in the Cligen output file. This will allow others to duplicate your simulation.
You can also specify the number of years that you want to generate and the starting year. For use in Gleams-Driver, always leave the starting year set to 1, the default value. Also, leave the “Use English Units” box checked (again the default). This is what the Gleams-Driver utility expects. Currently, the Gleams-Driver utility does no error checking on units in the Cligen text file.

Cligen does have a very convenient Map facility that allows you to graphically navigate to a specific location in the continental United States and select the location for which a climate file should be simulated by latitude and longitude. In addition, the Map feature offers the capability of selecting the nearest weather station or interpolating values based on a set of nearby weather stations. **You should exercise great care to ensure that the weather values generated by Cligen reflect the weather patterns that occur or are likely to occur at the site you are modeling.** This can be very important in mountainous areas where the weather patterns at a nearby site in a low-lying region can be very different from the weather patterns at higher elevations.

Once this form is set, use the mouse to activate the **Save As** button. Save the file with any name you want to the directory that WEPP selects. Do not try to change directories at this point. Once this is done, you can copy the text file to the directory that you want to use to generate the Access file for Gleams-Driver and follow the instructions given in Section 6.1.1.

### 6.2. Refresh Locations Database

Similar to the utility for importing Cligen weather files, the **Refresh Databases** utility is available from the main screen of Gleams-Driver (Figure 2) by selecting the **Utilities** menu item and then selecting the **Refresh Chemical and Sites Databases** option.

There is no real interface (i.e., form or window) for this utility. When you refresh the databases, however, a pink window similar to Figure 1 will open and the top part of the window will indicate that the databases are being refreshed. The bottom part of the window will indicate the file that is being processed. When Gleams-Driver is first started, the databases are automatically refreshed. On fast PCs, this process occurs very quickly and you might simply see a pink flicker on the screen.

All that this utility does is examine the **Locations Available.mdb** in the **\SupportFiles** subdirectory of the main directory for Gleams-Driver. If the **Locations Available.mdb** database is missing, the database is created. If the **Locations Available.mdb** database is in the directory, all entries are erased and the files that are in the **\SupportFiles\Locations** subdirectory are read.

Thus, as noted in Section 6.1, you must put any new Access database generated from the Cligen utility into the **\SupportFiles\Locations** subdirectory. Once this is done, then you can just run the **Refresh Databases** utility as described earlier in this section.
6.3. Adding and Deleting Chemicals

The **Add/Delete Chemicals** option can be accessed from the Utilities Menu of the Main Window. The **Add or Delete Chemical** form is illustrated in Figure 11. To add a chemical, you must prepare a simple ASCII text file in which the standard fields `ValueCode`, `Value`, and `Note` are separated by ampersand (`&`) symbols.

The first line of the text file must contain the **Desc** value code. This code is used to uniquely identify the chemical and is used to set the **ItemCode** for all of the entries for the new chemical. For example, for a new chemical that you want to refer to as **MyNewChem for Test Run**, the first line of the text file might look like:

```
Desc & MyNewChem for Test Run & A hypothetical chemical used as an example
```

Note that each chemical has three very similar `ValueCode` entries: **Desc**, **Name**, and **PSTNAM**. As discussed above, **Desc** must be a unique name. The descriptive name can include information that may identify it as being associated with a specific run or location. This approach is taken because you may sometimes have information about the chemical that is specific to your site or your group of simulations. For example, you may sometimes have a measured Kd value for the soil at a specific site. As another example, you may want to include specific distributions for some chemical parameters (Section 5.4) that are specific to your analysis.

The other two fields, **Name** and **PSTNAM** are much simpler. **Name** is intended to be the common name for the chemical. This is included solely for the convenience of the user and plays no other role in Gleams-Driver. **PSTNAM** is the name of the chemical that is entered into the GLEAMS pesticide input file. This name can be no more than 16 characters long. This is a limitation imposed by the GLEAMS program (not Gleams-Driver). **Name** and **PSTNAM** can be the same as long as the 16 character limit is not violated.

Complete example text files for importing chemicals are included in the `\Examples` subdirectory where Gleams-Driver is installed and a complete listing of all `ValueCode` entries that must be in text file are included in Appendix 2.

The middle section of the **Add or Delete Chemical** form gives a listing of the entry that you have selected. As illustrated below, the listing can be space filled so that ampersand symbols line up. This, however, is not necessary. All that is required is that the three fields (i.e., `ValueCode`, `Value`, and `Note`) are separated by ampersands.

```
H2OSOL & 569 & SERA TR 06-43-29-01c
HAFLIF & 8.8 & SERA TR 06-43-29-01c
KOC & 61.7 & SERA TR 06-43-29-01c
```

The **Note** field can contain as much text as you want but this field cannot contain any hard returns (line breaks). Line breaks can be use only to identify the start of a new set of values.
Once you have set the name of the text file and ensured that you want to import the new chemical, activate the Add button with the mouse cursor.

Deleting a chemical can be done at the bottom part of the **Add or Delete Chemical** form.

Simply use the combo box to select the chemical that you want to delete and then activate the Delete button.

### 6.4. Adding/Editing Soils

The information on soils used in a Quick Run is taken from *Standard Soil Values.mdb*, an Access database that is located in the \SupportFiles\ subdirectory where Gleams-Driver is installed. The *Standard Soil Values.mdb* database contains a table named **SoilProps** which contains basic information about a number of different soils.

A utility to add or edit the soils in the **SoilProps** data table can be accessed by activating the Utilities menu from the Gleams-Driver Main Screen and then selecting the Add/Edit soils option. This will activate the Add or Edit Soils Database form which is illustrated in Figure 19 and is reproduced below.
The Add or Edit Soils Database form has an **Available Soils** list box along the left hand side of the form, two data areas (Soil Constituents and Soil Properties), a status area, a Confirm Changes check box, and two command button: **Add Soil** and **Delete**. The **Available Soils** list box contains a list of all of the soils that are currently in your copy of the **SoilProps** data table of the **Standard Soil Values.mdb** database.

As soon as this form opens, the **Standard Soil Values.mdb** database is copied (before any changes are made) to a file called **Backup of Standard Soil Values.mdb**. If you make any unintended changes, you can simply exit this utility, erase the unwanted copy of **Standard Soil Values.mdb** database, and rename **Backup of Standard Soil Values.mdb** to **Standard Soil Values.mdb**. This last step is important because Gleams-Driver will not recognize the soil database unless it is named **Standard Soil Values.mdb**.

You can select a particular soil with either the mouse or the up and down arrow keys. As the selected soil changes, the values in the Soil Constituents and Soil Properties data areas will change to reflect the data in the **SoilProps** data table.

Each data area (Soil Constituents and Soil Properties) can then be edited directly. As soon as you make any change to any of the values, the command buttons at the bottom of the form with change as illustrated below:
The **Reset** button can be used to retrieve the original values from the **SoilProps** data table. The **Save** button will save the values to the **SoilProps** data table and the **Delete** button will remove the selected soil from the **SoilProps** data table. If the Confirm Change checkbox is checked (the default state), you will be prompted to accept or reject the changes that you have made.

Pressing the **Add Soil** button either before or after you make changes to the values will open the Soil Name field at the top of the form as illustrated below:

![Form Illustration]

Note that a default name will be assigned to the new soil based on the soil that had been selected when you pressed the **Add Soil** button as well as the date and time. You will probably want to enter a different and more meaningful name and you will be prompted to do so by a beep and a message in the status area of the form.

The only limitation on the soil name is that the soil name cannot contain any single quote marks (') or double quote marks ("). If you enter either of these marks in any way, the marks will be removed when you move to a different field and you will get a message indicating that the marks have been removed. Thus, if you enter Georgia’s “New Clay Soil” as the soil name, you will get the error message and the name in the Soil Name box would be changed to Georgia’s New Clay Soil. This limitation is imposed by other uses of these symbols by the program. If you edit the **SoilProps** data table directly in Access, you will be able to enter either single quote marks or double quote marks but Gleams-Driver will generate an error and the program will terminate if you use any soil with these symbols in the name.

Once your have entered the new soil or made any changes to an existing soil, the new soil and the changes will be in effect the next time that you open the Quick Run window.

### 6.5. Testing Random Numbers

As noted in Section 5.4, the Gleams-Driver program allows for Monte-Carlo simulations of many of the variables that are used either in the pre-processor – i.e., to run GLEAMS – or the post-processor – i.e., to manipulate the GLEAMS output.

A utility for examining the generation of random numbers is available from the Utilities menu of the main program window (Figure 2). Select the Utilities menu item and then select the **Check Random Number Generator** submenu option. This selection will open the **Check Random Number Generator** form, illustrated in Figure 12.

As illustrated on this form, four common distributions are currently supported in Gleams-Driver: the uniform, triangular, normal, and log-normal distributions. The syntax for using these
distributions is illustrated in Figure 10 and repeated below.

**Random Number Examples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uniform</strong></td>
<td>U(10 100)</td>
<td>A uniform distribution with bounds of 10 and 100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triangular</strong></td>
<td>T(10 50 100)</td>
<td>A triangular distribution with a mode (central value) of 50 and bounds of 10 and 100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LogNormal</strong></td>
<td>L(20 5)</td>
<td>A log-normal distribution with a mean of 20 and standard deviation of 5. The mean and SD should be entered as untransformed values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normal</strong></td>
<td>N(20 5)</td>
<td>A normal distribution with a mean of 20 and standard deviation of 5. Negative values in the context of Gleams-Driver are not allowed. Thus, the distribution is truncated and limited to positive values.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The syntax used for entering random numbers in the Full Run data tables is identical to the syntax illustrated above and in Figure 12.

To test the random number generator, enter the initialization string (i.e., like the above examples) into the initialization string box. Then enter the number of random numbers that you want (a.k.a., the sample size) and the random number seed. The use of the random number seed is as discussed in Section 4.1.

Next, use the standard **Set** button to identify where you want the output file to be stored and the name that you want to use for the output file.

When this is done, simply activate the **Go** button. This will create an ASCII text file that will give the requested number or numbers from the specified distribution. Each number will be separated by a hard return. This text file format can be imported directly into any number of statistical packages for testing or fitting distributions.

In the development of Gleams-Driver, the standard Microsoft Visual Basic functions, **Randomize()** and **Random()**, are used along with commonly available algorithms for generating these very common distributions. These have been tested in Crystal Ball (Version 7) as well as StatGraphics (Version 5) and appear to work reasonably well. Testing a random number generator, however, can be done in many ways, some of which are very complex. The utility for generating random numbers to a text is added to Gleams-Driver to facilitate independent testing of the random number generators in Gleams-Driver.
6.6. About Window/System Information

The About Window, illustrated in Figure 13, can be opened from the main screen (Figure 2) by selecting the About menu item. The About Window itself is not a utility but it does specify the Version and Build number of Gleams-Driver. For example, Figure 13 identifies the Version as 1.8.180, with 1 being the main version number, 8 being the subversion number, and 180 being the build number. [In programming jargon, a build occurs every time a program is compiled.]

It is anticipated that interim modifications (i.e., builds) may occur after the current release of Version 1.8. Thus, the build number that you see on your About Screen may be different from the one seen in Figure 13. The build number, which also appears on the Main Form, should be reported with any bug.

The About Screen also has a System Information button (labeled System Info... in Figure 13). By activating this button, the System Information Window will open. As illustrated in Figure 14, this window contains a great deal of information about your PC. This information (at least the information shown in Figure 14) may be useful in some cases to isolate and identify problems.

When reporting a bug, it could be helpful to send a screen shot of the System Information window, similar to that in Figure 14. None of the information on the System Information page that is illustrated in Figure 14 can be put to malicious use.

6.7. Technical Support and Problem Reporting

Other than this documentation, there is no formal mechanism for offering technical support. If you find problems that appear to involve programming errors or if you have request for program modifications or enhancements, please send an email to mistretta@fs.fed.us and/or sera_inc@msn.com. Attempts will be made to address programming errors in a timely manner.

In addition, it is likely that program modifications will be made as Gleams-Driver is applied in Forest Service risk assessments. For these reasons, you should check the SERA web site (www.sera-inc.com) for updates, additional documentation and other resources. At some point, these resources will probably be placed on a Forest Service web site. Links to these resources would probably be placed on the pesticides page maintained by USDA/FS/ Forest Health Protection (http://www.fs.fed.us/foresthealth/pesticide/).
7. POST-PROCESSING ALGORITHMS

As noted in Section 1, Gleams-Driver is both a pre-processor for GLEAMS (i.e., setting up input files) and a post-processor. This section describes the specific algorithms that are used in post-processing. For the most part, the algorithms used in Gleams-Driver are identical or very similar to the algorithms used in previous in-house SERA programs (SERA 2000, 2004). The only substantial change is in the algorithm used to estimate evaporation from a pond. This is detailed in Section 7.6 along with other algorithms used to consider water balance. Thus, parts of the following subsections are taken, with little or no modification, from SERA (2004).

The daily output file from GLEAMS can be found in the \Gleams Working Directory\Last Run (a subdirectory under the main Gleams-Driver directory) after Gleams-Driver is run and this file is always named OUTPUT.VAR. The Last Run subdirectory also contains all of the input and output files from the last GLEAMS run. If the user chooses to save all output files, the OUTPUT.VAR file is copied to \Gleams Output Files, a subdirectory that is created by Gleams-Driver in the directory specified by the user as the main driver file (Section 5). The file is renamed in a way to identify the simulation number – e.g., Daily VAR File Sim 0005 Site 01.txt. All of the post-processing of GLEAMS output done by Gleams-Driver is based on this file.

7.1. Concentrations in Soil

GLEAMS daily output files provide direct modeled estimates of the concentration of the pesticide in soil as output code \texttt{18XXX}, where \texttt{XXX} is a zero filled integer value for the chemical being modeled. This concentration is given in units of µg/g (equivalent to mg/kg or ppm). The concentrations, however, are given by computational soil layers.

Computational soil layers are developed internally by GLEAMS rather than being specified by the user. The number of computational soil layers is specified in GLEAMS output code 4001. The thickness of each computational soil layer (in inches) is output as GLEAMS code 4002 and the depth of each computational soil layer (also in inches) is output as GLEAMS code 4004. These codes all appear only once at the top of each GLEAMS daily output file.

For any soil depth requested by the user, Gleams-Driver calculates the average concentration in the soil layer using the depth weighted average of the soil concentrations reported by GLEAMS based on the concentrations in the computational soil layers (code \texttt{18XXX}) and the thickness of each soil layer (code 4002).

7.2. Maximum Penetration into Soil Column

Some individuals in the Forest Service have expressed an interest in knowing the maximum depth of soil penetration. GLEAMS does not report this other than providing non-zero concentrations of the chemical in soil layers. In making these estimates, GLEAMS assumes that when a chemical moves into a computational soil layer, the chemical is adsorbed onto the organic carbon and is uniformly mixed with the total soil mass in that layer. In reporting depth, Gleams-Driver simply uses the greatest depth of the computational soil layer that has any non-
zero value during the course of a simulation. This is only a crude measure of the maximum depth of penetration but it is the best that can be done with the GLEAMS output.

7.3. Nontarget Field
GLEAMS is an edge-of-field and bottom-of-root-zone model and does not provide information on contamination of an area adjacent to a treated field other than estimates of the amount of the pesticide lost in runoff water and sediment and percolate below the root zone. As discussed in Section 4.5, previous methods used in generic exposure assessments (SERA 2000, 2004) assumed that a field identical to the treated field is contaminated by runoff and sediment, both of which are output by GLEAMS. This amount was assumed to distribute evenly over the nontarget field. Assuming no degradation, the total loss from runoff and sediment was used to calculate a functional offsite application rate. This may seem like an overly conservative/protective assumption that will grossly overestimate the exposure to the nontarget field. The zero degradation assumption, however, was employed in the absence of any better approach and in recognition of the possibility that runoff and sediment could concentrate in a much smaller nontarget area than the treated field. While the limitations of this approach were and remain apparent, no other alternative approach had been or has been suggested in the review of Forest Service risk assessments by Forest Service personnel, external reviewers, members of other governmental agencies, or members of the general public.

For a site-specific assessment using Gleams-Driver, the user is given the option of using no degradation, using the dissipation pattern from the treated field to model dissipation in the untreated field, or using a fixed field dissipation rate. The primary assumption in doing this is that the user can specify a reasonable and defensible area for the nontarget field based on site-specific information.

Using a fixed dissipation rate (i.e., k in units of days⁻¹), the amount at the site on a given day (Amtₘ) is calculated as the amount from the previous day (Amtₘ₋₁) plus the amount added by runoff and sediment loss (delta), and then, under the assumption of first-order dissipation, this total is multiplied by inverse of the natural log of the degradation rate:

\[ Amtₘ = (Amtₘ₋₁ + \text{delta}) \times e^{-k} \]

While a fixed field dissipation rate may be a modest improvement over the assumption of no dissipation, field dissipation rates taken from one study/location may not be applicable to the site that you are modeling. In addition, field dissipation is seldom a smooth first-order process over a prolonged period of time. Degradation will vary from day-to-day and season-to-season with differences in weather patterns. Specifically, the degradation rate is calculated in GLEAMS (by code designation) as a function of soil water content and soil temperature by computational layer. Degradation ceases when plant-available water content is at wilting point or soil temperature is at or below freezing.

This leads to the third option (which is the default in Gleams-Driver). Assuming that we have a nontarget field that is reasonably similar to the target field, the default option calculates a
functional dissipation for each day based on the decrease in the concentration of the pesticide in
the total soil column at the target site. The calculation of concentration is described in Section
7.1. Under the assumption of first-order dissipation (at least during the single day), the
functional k for a given day is calculated from the concentration on that day (C_t) and the
concentration on the previous day (C_{t-1}) at the treated site:

\[
\frac{C_t}{C_{t-1}} = 1 - e^{-k} \\
e^k = 1 - \frac{C_t}{C_{t-1}} \\
k = -\ln(1 - \frac{C_t}{C_{t-1}})
\]

If more than one site contributes to contamination, the values for k are calculated for each site
and are averaged. The value for k is then used as in the equation for a fixed dissipation rate
under the assumption of first-order dissipation for the current day. The only exception involves a
day on which an application is made. On such days, the soil concentration, C_t, will be greater
than the concentration on the previous day, C_{t-1}, and the resulting value of k would be negative.
Thus, on application days, no degradation is considered.

The functional offsite application rate is then reported (Section 8) as the maximum offsite
application rate at any time during the simulation.

There are, of course, limitations and serious limitations with any of these approaches including
the default approach. The utility and plausibility of the default approach will diminish as the
differences between the nontarget field and the treated field increase. If the nontarget field is
markedly different from the treated field or if the area of the nontarget field cannot be estimated
well, the user should consider using the assumption of no degradation as a
conservative/protective option.

What ever approach is selected, the rationale for selecting the approach should be clearly
addressed in whatever analysis is being conducted.

7.4. Pesticide Concentrations in a Lake or Pond

7.4.1. Basic Algorithms

The algorithms for calculating concentrations in a lake or pond are similar to those used in
previous generic exposure assessments (SERA 2000, 2004). The major difference is that the
user is allowed to specify both a treated field area and total field area. The treated field area is
used to calculate the amount of pesticide transported to the body of water. If water balance is
considered (Section 7.6), the total field area rather than the treated field area is used to calculate
the amount of water added to the pond or lake by runoff and/or percolation. If the total field area
is greater than the treated field area, the modeled concentrations will be lower due to the
increased amount of water added to the lake or pond. This same principal applies to a stream,
creek, or river (Section 7.5).

The amount of chemical added on a given day in units of g/ha is read directly from GLEAMS
output files (e.g., OUTPUT.VAR) and converted to units of grams in the program code:
\[ \text{TodaysAmnt} = \frac{\text{TodaysAmnt} \times \text{FieldAreaMeters}}{10000} \]

The constant 10,000 converts field area in meters to field area in hectares. The total amount of the chemical in the lake on a given day is calculated as the amount at the end of the previous day \((\text{Atot})\) plus the amount added that day \((\text{delta})\):

\[ \text{Atot} = \text{Atot} + \text{delta} \]

In considering the volume of water added to the pond by rainfall, runoff, and percolation, the water lost from the pond by evaporation is also considered.

The algorithm for considering evaporation from the pond or lake has been substantially modified from the previous programs (SERA 2000, 2004). In the previous generic exposure assessments, a relatively simple approximation of the daily evaporation rate recommended by Hamon (1961) and adapted by Haith and Shoemaker (1987) was used:

\[ E(m) = 0.0021 \frac{L2 \text{ Ps}v}{(T+273.2)} = 0.002167 \]

where \(E(m)\) is evaporation in units of meters/day, \(L\) is the average number of daylight hours per day, \(T\) is the air temperature in °C, and \(\text{Ps}v\) is the saturated vapor pressure at temperature \(T\). \(\text{Ps}v\) is calculated as:

\[ \text{Ps}v = 0.6108 \exp(17.27 \text{ T}) ÷ (273.2 + \text{ T}). \]

This approach was taken in the absence of any detailed information on site-specific weather conditions. With the use of Cligen in Gleams-Driver, additional information is available and the method for estimating evaporation has been modified.

There are many algorithms for estimating evaporation, most of which are modifications to Penman's equation (Penman 1948). Initially, the recent publication by Terzi and Keskin (2005) was considered. On further examination, this approach was not used because it requires information on water temperature and air pressure as inputs (which are not directly available from Cligen). While methods might be developed for estimating these – e.g., convective heat transport to water as in Linacre (1992) – this was regarded as an unnecessary complexity. An additional disadvantage of the Terzi and Keskin (2005) method is that it is designed to model class A pan evaporation. Thus, a correction factor or algorithm would be required to translate pan evaporation to pond evaporation.

The relevant daily inputs that are available from Cligen include: precipitation, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, wind speed, solar radiation (Langleys/day), and dew point. Additional site specific parameters will include latitude, longitude, and elevation.
In a survey of the literature, a modification of the Penman equation proposed by Linacre (1993) was selected for use:

\[ E_0 = (0.015 + 0.00042 T + 10^{-6} z) (0.8 R_s - 40) + 2.5 F_u [T - T_d] \]

where:
- \( E_0 \): evaporation from the pond in mm/day
- \( T \): average of maximum and minimum daily temperature, °C ([\( T_{\text{max}} \) + \( T_{\text{min}} \)]/2)
- \( T_d \): dew point temperature, °C
- \( R_s \): solar radiation to the pond surface (watts/meter\(^2\))
- \( z \): elevation (meters)
- \( F \): factor for change in air density with elevation: 1 - 8.7\times10^{-5} z
- \( u \): wind speed (meter/second)

In terms of using data from Cligen, the only non-trivial conversion is Langley/Day to watts/m\(^2\):

\[ \text{Langley/Day} = 41.868 \text{ kJ/m}^2 \text{ Day} \]
\[ = 41,868 \text{ J/m}^2 \text{ 86400 sec [86400 seconds per day]} \]
\[ = 0.4846 \text{ J/sec m}^2 [1 \text{ Watt} = 1 \text{ Joule/sec}] \]
\[ = 0.4846 \text{ watts/m}^2 \]

The volume of rainfall (\( \text{RainVol} \)) added to the pond in liters is calculated by converting the inches of rainfall to meters (0.0254 × inches = meters) and then multiplying the meters of rain by the number of square meters of surface area in the pond, yielding cubic meters of rain. This is converted to units of liters by multiplying by 1000 – i.e., 1 cubic meter is equal to 1000 L:

\[ \text{RainVol (Liters)} = \text{Rain(inches)} \times 0.0254 \text{ (meters/inch)} \times \text{LakeArea (meters)} \times 1000 \text{ (liters/m}^3) \]

The volume of runoff (\( \text{RunoVol} \)) and percolation (\( \text{PercVol} \)) are calculated similarly except that the surface area of the field rather than the surface area of the pond is used. The field area used is the total field area – i.e., both the treated field as well as any untreated field specified by the users. The volume of water in the pond at the end of the day (\( V_w \)) is then calculated as:

\[ V_w = \text{PreviousVol} + \text{RainVol} + \text{RunoVol} + \text{PercVol} - \text{Evap} \]

As discussed in Section 4, site-specific considerations may suggest that not all percolation volume should be added to the pond. The user is given the option of excluding all or part of the percolation volume. If percolation water is excluded or reduced, then the amount of pesticide in percolate is excluded or reduced by the same amount.

In some model runs involving very arid climates for very low initial water volumes in the pond, the volume of the pond can be substantially reduced by evaporative losses. If water balance is considered, it is assumed that the water volume will be maintained to some minimum volume specified by the user – i.e., underground streams. Thus, the total volume of the pond is not
allowed to go below this minimum (*MinVolume*). Currently, Gleams-Driver does not accommodate a dry pond and thus *MinVolume* must be greater than zero. A dry pond can be mimicked by setting *MinVolume* to a small positive value. In doing so, however, the user should consider the impact of differing degradation rates in dry soil versus water.

The next step in calculating the concentration of the pesticide in water involves calculating the concentrations in sediment. By definition:

\[ K_d = \frac{C_s}{C_w} \]

where \( C_s \) and \( C_w \) are the concentrations in soil and water, respectively, and \( K_d \) is the partition coefficient. Using \( A_s \) and \( A_w \) for the amounts in soil and water and \( V_s \) and \( V_w \) for the volume of soil and water, this is equivalent to:

\[ K_d = \left( \frac{A_s}{V_s} \right) \div \left( \frac{A_w}{V_w} \right) = \frac{C_s}{C_w}. \]

The total amount, \( A_{tot} \), will be equal to \( A_s + A_w \) and thus,

\[ A_w = A_{tot} - A_s. \]

Substituting this into the equation for \( K_d \),

\[ K_d = \left( \frac{A_s}{V_s} \right) \div \left( \frac{(A_{tot} - A_s)}{V_w} \right) \]

and solving for \( A_s \),

\[ A_s = \left( A_{tot} \times K_d \times V_s \right) \div \left( \left( K_d \times V_s \right) + V_w \right) \]

\( A_w \) can then be calculated as above \( (A_{tot} - A_s) \) and the concentration in both water and sediment can be calculated.

Degradation in water and sediment is assumed to follow first order kinetics. Typically, this is characterized as half-times and the degradation rate constants, \( k_{Wat} \) and \( k_{Sed} \) are calculated from the relationship, \( k = \ln(2)/t_{1/2} \). Thus, the mass of the chemical in sediment and water at the end of each day is calculated as:

\[ A_s = A_s \times \exp(-k_{Sed} \times 1\ day) \]

\[ A_w = A_w \times \exp(-k_{Wat} \times 1\ day) \]

The concentration in the water \( (C_w) \) at the end of the day is then calculated as the amount of the compound in the water \( (A_w \) as defined above) divided by the volume of water at the end of the day \( (V_w) \) as defined above. The concentration in sediment can be calculated from the definition of \( K_d \):

\[ K_d = \frac{C_r}{C_w} \]
Cs = Kd × Cw

7.4.2. Options for Water Balance

7.4.2.1. Reservoirs
As discussed in Section 4.6.4 (Quick Run – Water Body Options), Gleams-Driver allows you to define three virtual reservoirs:

- **Perc**: designating the percolate loss (water and chemical) from the field
- **Runo**: designating the runoff (water and chemical) loss from the field
- **Sedi**: designating the sediment (mass of sediment and chemical) loss from the field.

For each of these reservoirs, you can specify four parameters:

- **MediaLossRate**: the first-order rate constant for loss of the water or sediment from the reservoir to the water body in units of day$^{-1}$
- **ChemLossRate**: the first-order rate constant for loss of the chemical from the reservoir to the water body in units of day$^{-1}$
- **ChemDegRate**: the first-order rate constant for degradation of the chemical in the reservoir in units of day$^{-1}$
- **PropLost**: the proportion of loss from the field to the reservoir

In a Quick Run, these are entered in the Options Box in the Water Body section of the Quick Run screen as:

\[
\text{PercMediaLossRate} = 0.05, \text{ PercPropLost} = 0.9.
\]

In a Quick Run, these are always assigned to a single site/treated field that is designated as Site01.

In the Full Run facility, these options must be entered in the Waterbodies data table of the Access input database and they must be associated with a site – i.e., the field that generates the percolate, runoff, and/or sediment. This association is made by specifying the name of the site followed by the reservoir parameters and values. Thus, for a site designated as Site01, the above options for the percolation loss rate and proportion of percolation would be entered as:
Site01[\text{PercMediaLossRate} = 0.05, \text{PercPropLost} = 0.9].

As described in Section 4.6.4, these options alter the way that water, sediment, and the chemical are moved from percolation, runoff, and sediment output from GLEAMS.

7.4.2.2. Evaporation

For each site/treated field in the SITES table of the Access input database, a FLGPEN option may be specified to designate the algorithm that is used to calculate evapotranspiration. This can only be set using the Full Run facility. Allowable values are:

- 0 - the Priestly-Taylor algorithm for ET
- 1 - the Penman-Monteith algorithm for ET

If no value is specified, the Penman-Monteith algorithm is used. See the GLEAMS 2000 documentation (Knisel and Davis 2000, p. 22) for a fuller discussion.

The evapotranspiration output from GLEAMS can be used as an alternative to the Linacre algorithm detailed in Section 7.4.1 for estimating evaporation from the pond. The evaporation algorithm can be adjusted with the EvapOpt, Evaporation Option, value code in the Waterbodies Access input data table. The options are:

\textbf{Linacre}(x.xx)

or

\textbf{GLEAMS}(x.xx)

The argument, x.xx, can be a number greater than or equal to zero. The argument is used a multiplier to adjust the evaporation. If no argument is specified – i.e., the parentheses are omitted or are given as () – a default value of 1 is used.

If \textbf{GLEAMS}(x.xx) is specified, evaporation will be calculated based on potential evapotranspiration. As discussed above, evapotranspiration will be calculated using either the Priestly-Taylor algorithm or the Penman-Monteith algorithm depending on the setting of the FLGPEN site option. In either case, the value of x.xx should be used and should be set to a value of greater than 1.0 because potential evapotranspiration from soil and vegetation will generally be less than evaporation from a standing body of water. Further generalizations, however, cannot be offered and it is the responsibility of the user to select and justify the value for x.xx.

If you select \textbf{Linacre}(x.xx) as the evaporation option, arguments of less than one might be judgmentally applied to bodies of standing water that are heavily shaded or otherwise located in areas that might reduce evaporation (e.g., protected from wind). Otherwise, adjustments to evaporation should not be applied unless you have some explicit justification – e.g., you are calibrating the model to a specific site where you have data on water volumes that justify a value other than one (1.0).
7.5. Pesticide Concentrations in a Stream

This part of the Gleams-Driver program implements a general point source dilution model for stream flow:

\[
\text{Conc (amount/L)} = \frac{\text{delta (amount/day)}}{\text{Flow(L/day)}}
\]

or

\[
C_S = \frac{\delta}{F}
\]

where \(\delta\) (delta) is the daily load to the stream and \(C_S\) is the concentration in the stream. This is a point source model. In the context of the a rights-of-way or treated field, this approach essentially assumes that all of the loss from the treated field is channeled so that it enters the stream at a single point. The length downstream that is contaminated is simply the daily flow rate of the stream. This length of stream is modeled to have the concentration, \(C_S\), calculated above.

For each day, the load to the stream is in units of g/ha and converted to g/day by:

\[
\delta_{(g/day)} = \text{Loss(g/ha/day)} \times A_{(ha)}
\]

where \(A_{(ha)}\) is the area of the treated field in hectares.

The value of \(\delta ÷ F\) is the concentration at the point source and the concentration that would remain in the water if no degradation were to occur. Using a first order degradation rate coefficient of \(k\) (days\(^{-1}\)), the concentration at a distance, \(d\), downstream may be calculated as:

\[
C_S = \left(\frac{\delta}{F}\right)e^{-kd/v}
\]

where \(d\) is the distance in meters and \(v\) is the velocity of flow in meters/day. \(C_S\) is the concentration at the specified distance, \(d\), downstream. Note that \(d/v\) is simply the time it takes to travel distance \(d\) and thus the expression \(k d/v\) is unitless: \((\text{hr}^{-1} \times (\text{m} ÷ (\text{m/hr}))) = \text{hr}^{-1} \times \text{hr} = \text{unity}\).

The average concentration in the stream from the input point source to a point \(d\) meters downstream may be calculated as the integral of \(C_S\) between zero and \(d\) divided by the distance, \(d\):

\[
C_{\text{Ave}} = \left[\frac{\left(\frac{\delta}{F}\right)}{k F} - \left(\frac{\delta}{F} e^{-k x/v} / k F\right)\right] ÷ d
\]

For a typical scenario, the distance, \(d\), is set to the length of the stream that will be contaminated in a single day - i.e., equivalent to the flow velocity in meters/day. The longer the distance, the lower the average concentration over the length, \(d\), because of the increased time and hence increased degradation.
As with the lake scenario described in the previous section, the amount of water entering the stream through rainfall, percolation, or runoff may considered. The algorithms are essentially identical to those used for the pond scenario except that evaporation is not considered - i.e., the source water and thus the flow rate for the stream is presumed to be constant except on days in which rain occurs.

Structurally, pesticide binding to sediment is built into the Gleams-Driver algorithms and the input files for a stream. Soil binding, however, has not yet been implemented in the algorithms for the stream. Thus, as with previous methods, binding to sediment is not used to estimate concentrations in stream water – i.e., the stream bed is assumed to consist primarily of rock. This is a conservative assumption in that it leads to somewhat higher estimates of concentrations of the pesticide in water.

In terms of estimating rainfall – as well as scenarios that involve contamination from drift – the width of the stream is used to estimate the amount of water added by rainfall or drift.

The reservoir options can be used with the stream in that same way that they can be applied to ponds. See Section 4.6.4 or Section 7.4.2.1 for additional details. Evaporation is not currently considered in stream modeling because reliable methods for estimating evaporation from a moving body of water have not been encountered. The testing of Gleams-Driver that has been conducted to date suggests that the reservoir options are sufficient for calibrating the stream component in Gleams-Driver.

7.6. Consideration of Water Balance

As noted in Section 1, the use of GLEAMS modeling in older risk assessments did not consider water balance (SERA 2000). In response to peer review comments, the consideration of water balance was subsequently added (SERA 2004).

The consideration of water added to the stream as well as the pond can have a substantial impact on the modeled concentrations, which will be lower if the added water is considered compared to concentration in which the contribution of rainfall, runoff, and percolation is ignored. Because of the lower estimates of concentrations of pesticides in water that result from the consideration of water balance, this consideration may be viewed as anti-conservative or non-protective. To address this in generic exposure assessments, the consideration of water balance is accompanied by very conservative assumptions such as only considering water inputs from the treated field (SERA 2004).

With the release of Gleams-Driver, the user has the opportunity to consider both the treated and untreated field area. As the area of the untreated field increases with respect to the area of the treated field, the estimated concentrations in a pond or stream will decrease. To the extent that the consideration of the untreated field area is well-documented and supported by site-specific conditions, the resulting estimates should better reflect concentrations that are plausible.
Nonetheless, the user is given the option to ignore water balance, and this will result in higher modeled concentrations. The decision to consider or not consider water balance for either a pond or stream should be based on site-specific considerations and some level of common sense. If you are treating a substantial portion of the watershed of a relatively small body of water, then considering water balance is clearly sensible. As the size of the watershed and the complexity and size of the water bodies increase, the relatively crude approximations used in Gleams-Driver may be less defensible and you may want to at least look at two analyses, one considering water balance and the other not considering water balance.

As with any other aspect of exposure assessments, the rationale for electing to either consider or not consider water balance and the consequences of this decision should be articulated clearly in documentation for a specific analysis.
8. REPORTS AND DATABASES

Running Gleams-Driver will generate two ASCII text files: an error file (Section 8.1) and a summary of the results (Section 8.2). Gleams-Driver will also create one Access database (Section 8.3) and may create a large number of other files (Section 8.4).

8.1 Error Files

With Gleams-Driver Version 1.8, the structure of the error reporting has been changed to accommodate the ability of Gleams-Driver to do a series of runs in a single session, as detailed in Section 3.2. As in previous versions, Gleams-Driver will create a general error file that is always named `Errors in GLEAMS Driver Run.txt` and this file is placed in the directory where Gleams-Driver is installed. Unlike previous version, however, this file will contain only general errors that are associated with the installation of Gleams-Driver or user interactions with the various forms/screens that Gleams-Driver can display.

Each time that a simulation is started, however, errors are redirected to a run-specific error file. This file will be named `Errors File for XXXXXXX.txt`, where `XXXXXX` is the name of the driver file used to initiate the run and this run-specific error file will be located in the same directory as the driver file.

If any internal errors or warning messages are generated during a single Quick Run or Full Run, a Run Error Report form will be displayed indicating that an error has occurred. If you are doing a Series Run, the display of run-specific error files is suppressed. This error suppression is necessary in order to allow other runs to proceed – i.e., if you are doing 10 runs overnight, you would not want an error or warning in the second run to stop all of the other runs from proceeding. Thus, before using any results, you should check each run-specific error file after a Series Run is completed.

As illustrated in Figure 15, the Run Error Report form contains a brief message indicating that error and/or warning messages were generated. This form will also specify the name and path of the run-specific error file. In addition, this form will contain a full text copy of the run-specific error file.

If there are no errors or warnings, the Run Error Report form will not be displayed. Instead, a standard message window (illustrated to the right) will display indicating that no errors or warnings occurred.

If a Run Error Report form is displayed, you should read the error and warning messages and attempt to correct the problem. If the error messages indicate that a programming error has been detected, please report this error (Section 6.7). If you elect to report programming errors (Section 6.6), please include the general error file (`Errors in GLEAMS Driver Run.txt`), the run-specific error file and the Access input database. This
may help to identify and correct the error(s).

Even if no errors occur (the run-specific error file is not displayed), you may want to review the run-specific error file. The top of the error file will give the Gleams-Driver version number, the name of the driver file, and the date and time that the Gleams-Driver program was started. The run-specific error file will also show the number of runs that were done and the start and end times for the simulations. This is followed by the number of simulations that were done, the number of GLEAMS runs that were done, the number of error messages and warnings. The last section of the error file, gives the total run time and the average number of seconds that each run took.

8.2. Summary Table
When the simulation is completed, Gleams-Driver will display a form that summarizes the results of the simulations. This form is illustrated in Figure 16 (and in also embedded below). The same information is also written to a plain text output file. This output file is included in the same directory where the Access driver database is located. The file will be named Results - XXXXXXX.txt, where XXXXXXX is the name that you used to identify the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site01</td>
<td>SOIL12</td>
<td>0.1609</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.1519</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site01</td>
<td>SOIL60</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site01</td>
<td>SoilMax</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WatBd01</td>
<td>Conc001</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WatBd01</td>
<td>Conc365</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OffSite01</td>
<td>EffApRate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are also saved in the Results File (plain text) as well as the Access database that you specified.

Note that the limits are empirical (see the documentation).

The units are in ppm for soil (mg/kg) and water (mg/L) concentrations. The units for application rate are lb/acre. The units for soil penetration are in inches.
Each summary table and summary text file has six columns. The first column identifies the receptor, the item to which the results apply. In a Quick Run, the receptors are given consistent names: `Site01` for the treated site, `OffSite01` for the nontarget field, and `WatBod01` for the water body that was modeled. In a Full Run, the names that appear in the first column will be the receptor codes that you defined in the data table (Section 5).

The second column gives the parameter for which statistics are reported. In a Quick Run, the second column will always include the concentrations in the top 1 foot and 5 feet of soil at the treated site, the maximum depth of modeled penetration into the soil column, the peak and yearly concentrations of the pesticide in the water body modeled, and the effective offsite application rate for the nontarget field. The algorithms used to calculated these output parameters are given in Section 7.

The third, forth, and fifth columns give the median value, the lower empirical limit and the upper empirical limit for the value. Note that the median and not the average value is reported. The median is simply the middle value. For example, in a ordered set of 21 numbers, the median value is the 11th number in the series. If an even number of runs are done, the median is reported as the next higher value. Thus, if 20 runs are done, the median value is also reported as the 11th number in the series. As indicated in Figure 16, all results are given in units of mg/L for concentrations in water, mg/kg for concentrations in soil, inches for penetration into soil, and lb/acre for functional offsite application rates.

The p-value for the limits is given in the sixth column. Note that the p-value is two-tailed. Thus, a p-value of 0.05 as in Figure 16 indicates that the lower limit is the 5th percent value and the upper limit is the 95th percent value. This range corresponds to a 90% empirical confidence interval rather than the standard 95% interval.

Note also that the limits are empirical rather than statistical. In other words, no assumption is made about the underlying distribution of the values. The 5th percent value is simply the record that corresponds to the number of records multiplied by 0.05 when the records are sorted by the value that is reported. Any fractional value is rounded up. Thus, if there were 41 simulations, the 0.05 limit would be calculated as record number 2.05 [41 × 0.05] which would be rounded up to 3 and the third record in the sorted set would be given as the lower empirical limit.

Internally, Gleams-Driver will try to calculate the limits based on a two-tailed p-value of 0.025, corresponding to an empirical 95% confidence interval. The p-value that is reported, however, may be limited by the number of simulations. To get a p-value of 0.025, at least 40 simulations must be conducted. If only 5 simulations are conducted, the p-value would be 0.2 and the limits would cover the middle 60% – i.e., 1 - (0.2 × 2) for a two-tailed limit.

The information in the above output report form is copy of the Statistics data table in the Access Output Database. A copy of this information also included in an ASCII text file in the same directory where the Access Input file is located. The ASCII text file will be named `Results - XXXXXX.txt` where `XXXXX` is the name of the name of the run.
8.3. Access Database

With each set of simulations, Gleams-Driver creates a single Access output database. The name of this database is given by the user on the Quick Run form (Section 4.1) or specified by the user in the General Information data table (Section 5). For those not familiar with MS Access or other relational databases, note that a database is defined as a set of one or more data tables. Each data table consists of records (i.e., rows) and fields (i.e., columns). The number of tables and the names of most of the tables in the database will vary depending on user input. An overview of a typical database from a Quick Run is given in Figure 17 and is illustrated below.

Every database will have one table named **Statistics**. This table is outlined by a **red solid line box** in Figure 17. The information in this table is identical to the information in the output form and output text file described in Section 8.2.

Each receptor included in the run – i.e., each treated field, nontarget field, and body of water – has its own summary data table. The name of the data table starts with **SUM_** followed by the receptor code given by the user (or assigned by the Quick Run) to identify the receptor. The three summary tables illustrated in Figure 17 and outlined in a **green dashed line box** are **SUM_Offsite01** (for the nontarget field), **SUM_Site01** (for the treated field), and **SUM_WatBod01** (for the nontarget body of water). These summary tables will contain the results of each run. Thus, if you do 100 simulations, each of these tables will have 100 records.

The first field in each of the summary tables will be **SimNo**, an integer that identifies the
simulation number. Other fields in the summary table will be identical in name to the parameter requested by the user. For example, the other fields in the SUM_Site01 table are SOIL12 (the concentration of the pesticide in the top 12 inches of soil in ppm), SOIL60 (the concentration of the pesticide in the top 60 inches of soil in ppm), and SoilMax (the maximum penetration of the pesticide into the soil column in inches).

Similarly, SUM_WatBod01 has the SimNo field and two additional fields, Conc001 and Conc365. Conc001 is the peak concentration in mg/L (equivalent to the highest 1-day time-weighted average). Conc365 is the highest 365-day time-weighted average. Similarly named fields will be present if the user requested time-weighted averages for other durations.

Keep in mind that all time-weighted average concentrations are maximums. For any given period of time, it makes no sense to speak of average TWA concentrations over longer periods because they will always equal the average concentration of the longer period of the simulation (at least approximately so) – i.e., the average 4-day TWA concentration over the course of a year will be the average annual concentration.

The summary table for the nontarget site, SUM_Offsite01, will have the SimNo field and one and only one additional field, EffApRate, the effective offsite application rate in lbs/acre. No other summary statistics are supported for the nontarget field.

If you elected to Save Intermediate Data on the Quick Run Screen or if you set SaveDaily to Yes in the GeneralInfo table for a Full Run, each output Access database will have at least one daily table for each receptor. In the example given in Figure 17, these tables are identified in blue dotted lines and are named with the code for the receptor: OffSite01 (for the nontarget field), Site01 (for the treated field), and WatBod01 (for the nontarget body of water). For example, WatBod01Sim005 contains all of the daily records for the 5th simulation (Sim005) for the nontarget body of water.

Each of these tables will have the daily records for the last simulation that was run. For the most part, the names of the fields in these daily tables are descriptive and correspond to the field names in the summary tables, discussed above. Raw data fields in the data table for the treated site – i.e., Site01 in the example illustrated in Figure 18 – are exceptions.

As illustrated in Figure 18, the daily data tables for the treated sites contain the fields for the date (ThisDate), the Julian Day (JDAY) and other raw daily output values from GLEAMS as read from the OUTPUR.VAR file.

To facilitate quality control, the names of the raw data fields are based on corresponding GLEAMS codes. Thus, cd00001 is GLEAMS code 1, cd00002 is GLEAMS code 2, and so on. If you are not familiar with GLEAMS, these codes will have no meaning and you should not be concerned with them. If you are familiar with GLEAMS and want to ensure that the information is being correctly read by the Gleams-Driver program, you can compare the appropriate
OUTPUR.VAR file to the values in the data table for a treated site using the Julian Day as the common reference point.

Lastly, each output Access database will contain copies of all of the tables from the Access input database. In Figure 17 and in the copy of this figure on the previous page, these input tables (outlined in light green dots) include Applications, Chemicals, GeneralInfo, NontargetFields, Sites, Soils, and Waterbodies as well as the help tables for each of the input data tables – e.g., ApplicationsHelpText. The structure of these input tables is discussed further in Section 5.1 and is illustrated in Figure 6. These input tables are included in the output database to ensure that the results of the simulation are clearly and transparently linked to the input parameters used to generate the simulation. The only input table that is modified is GeneralInfo. In the output database, this table contains the version number that was used in the simulation as well as the start and end dates and times for the simulation.

8.4 Other Files

Gleams-Driver may create a large number of files. While some files that Gleams-Driver creates may be reused, Gleams-Driver is programmed not to delete files that it creates.

If you indicate that all raw data and intermediate files should be saved, Gleams-Driver can create a large number of files. For example, take a very simple Quick Run based on only 20 simulations (a much smaller number than would be used in any serious analysis). For this example, Gleams-Driver created three subdirectories with 190 files that occupied 14.4 megabytes of disk space.

As noted in Section 4.7, you should be very aware of this feature if you do a large number of simulations and request that all input, output, and intermediate files are to be saved. This may be worth doing in the interest of transparency. However, if the random number seed is fixed (Section 4.1), your analysis will be reproducible by anyone. From a practical point of view, the option to save all files is intended as a quality control tool and will typically be applied to relatively small numbers of simulations.

8.5. M.S. Office Utilities for Using and Documenting Gleams-Driver Results

The USDA Forest Service uses Microsoft Office and most individual in the Forest Service are fluent in both MS Word and MS EXCEL. To facilitate the use of Gleams-Driver, various MS Office utilities have been developed and are available in a zip file (G-D Utilities.zip) at the SERA web site: www.sera-inc.com. If you need information on a Gleams-Driver run beyond the summary statistics provided in the standard output file (Section 8.2), it may be worth your time to become familiar with at least some of these utilities.

Each utility is relatively simple and instructions are provided in each utility. A brief annotated list of the utilities is given below.
8.5.1. G-D2Excel Version 02b.xls

This is by far the most useful utility for examining the results of a Gleams-Driver in detail. This utility allows you to transfer daily time series data from an M.S. Access output database generated by Gleams-Driver to an EXCEL workbook. Depending on the number of simulations, the data may be placed in more than one worksheet. After activating the START button in the EXCEL file, a window/form like the one illustrated below will open.

Use the SET button on this form to select the Access output file from Gleams-Driver. Use the combo boxes to select the category (treated site, untreated site, or body of water) as well as the Access Table and the Field in the table that you want to transfer. Once you have set the necessary values, press the GO button on the form and the data will be transferred and plotted. The data are output for the variable that you select and the data are summarized by central estimates as well as upper and lower bounds. The first worksheet with the transferred data will have a plot of the data and will offer various options for plotting the data. The plot may be rather crude and require some manual editing but it’s a start.

8.5.2. USGS Pond Reader Version 1.0.xls

This utility allows you to transfer daily time series data on pond/lake volume from a USGS text file to an EXCEL spreadsheet. As discussed in Section 5.6, the text files can be obtained from the USGS National Water Information System (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis).

You may want to edit the text file so that only full years are included but this is not necessary. You can have up to 244 years. It is not likely that you will have more years of historical data. Each year is put into a column. The column label has the year for the flow rates. Each year is treated as if it were a leap year. For convenience, the year 2000 is used.

As the data are added, the USGS units (acre feet or Mgal) are converted to Liters, the unit used
in stream flow output by Gleams-Driver. The conversion is based on:

1 Mgal = 1 million gallons = 3.07 acre feet
1 acre foot = 0.326 Mgal = 326,000 gallons
1 gallon = 3.785 liters

You must specify the units that the data are in. When all of the data are transferred, formulae are put in the spreadsheet that will give you the median, 5th percentile, and 95th percentile for each day of the year. You can change the limits of the percentiles if you want. This utility can be used to calibrate Gleams-Driver to a specific pond/lake or to assess the ability of Gleams-Driver to model pond or lake volumes.

8.5.3. **USGS Stream Reader Version 1.0.xls**
As the name implies, this utility is similar to the above utility on ponds. Except for the conversions, the operation of this utility is identical to that of the pond utility. For the stream utility, the USGS data on stream flow are given in cubic feet per second and these data are converted to Liters/day, the unit used in stream flow output by Gleams-Driver.

8.5.4. **Gleams-Driver Run Inputs Ver 01b.Doc**
This is an MS Word utility for transferring information on the input parameters used in a Gleams-Driver run from a Gleams-Driver output Access file to Microsoft Word file. [Note: Since Gleams-Driver Version 1.4, all of the information from the Access input database is copied to the Access output database created by Gleams-Driver. This approach is taken as a quality control measure and to ensure the documentation of each run.] This utility is very simple. You just select the Gleams-Driver Access output database and all of the inputs are transferred to a new MS Word document. Five tables will be created in the new document:

- General Run Information
- Chemical Information
- Site Information
- Information on Water Body/Bodies
- Information on Adjacent Field

You will need to save the newly created document with a name and in a place of your choosing.

8.5.5. **SEDA File Lister.doc**
This utility has nothing to do directly with Gleams-Driver. It is an internal SERA tool that simply lists all of the files in a user-specified directory and any subdirectories. This tool is provided to user’s of Gleams-Driver because, as noted in Section 8.4, Gleams-Driver can generate a large number of files. You can use SERA File Lister.doc to create a table or tables to document all of the input and output files associated with a Gleams-Driver run.
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Table 1: Precipitation, Temperature and Classifications for Standard Test Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Precipitation</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Average Annual Rainfall (inches)</th>
<th>Average Annual Temperature (°F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HI, Hilo</td>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>126.06</td>
<td>73.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA, Quillayute ¹</td>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>95.01</td>
<td>49.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH, Mt. Washington</td>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>98.49</td>
<td>27.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL, Key West</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>37.68</td>
<td>77.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL, Springfield</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>52.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI, Sault Ste. Marie</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>32.94</td>
<td>40.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR, Yuma Test Station</td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>73.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA, Bishop</td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>56.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK, Barrow</td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>11.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Based on composite estimation in WEPP using a latitude of 47.94 N and a longitude of -124.54 W. See SERA (2006c) for details.
Table 2: Default soil properties currently used in Gleams-Driver

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil texture classification</th>
<th>BD</th>
<th>POR</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>BR15</th>
<th>CONA</th>
<th>%Clay</th>
<th>% Silt</th>
<th>% Sand</th>
<th>KSOIL</th>
<th>OM %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sand</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sand</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very fine sand</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loamy coarse sand</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loamy sand</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loamy fine sand</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loamy very fine sand</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse sandy loam</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy loam</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine sandy loam</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very fine sandy loam</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loam</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt loam</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy clay loam</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay loam</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silty clay loam</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy clay</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silty clay</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcanic pumice 4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muck 4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peat 4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Unless otherwise specified, all values are taken from the documentation for GLEAMS (Knisel and Davis 2000). See Table 3 on the next page for a key to the column abbreviations and more specific references to the GLEAMS documentation.

2 Values for KSOIL taken from Ontario Ministry of Agriculture (2000) except for coarse sand, loamy course sand, and silt. Value for silt based on algorithm in Knisel and Davis (2000). Values for coarse sand are set by analogy to sandy loam and course sandy loam. Value for loamy course sand are set intermediate to loamy sand and sand.

3 The values for OM are based on the average values from data listed in the USDA/ARS pesticides properties database. See SERA (2006a) for additional details.

4 See Appendix 3 for discussion of volcanic and organic soils.
Table 3: Data sources, codes, and constraints for soil properties listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Code for Access Database</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil erodibility factor KSOIL</td>
<td></td>
<td>GLEAMS documentation, pp. 74 to 75.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk density (g/cc) BD</td>
<td></td>
<td>GLEAMS documentation, Table H-3, p. 46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity (cc/cc) POR [0.2 to 0.9]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field capacity (cm/cm) FC [0.1 to 0.5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilting point (cm/cm) BR15 [0.01 to 0.4]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Note: GLEAMS and Gleams-Driver impose the following additional relationships: BR15 &lt; FC &lt; POR &lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation constant (mm/d) CONA [3.3 to 4.5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Clay CLAY</td>
<td></td>
<td>GLEAMS documentation, Table H-5, p. 48.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Silt SILT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Sand SAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS Runoff Curve Number CN2 [1 99]</td>
<td></td>
<td>See Table 5 for values and sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 GLEAMS requires that CLAY + SILT ≤ 100. This constraint as well as the constraints given above are enforced internally by Gleams-Driver and cannot be over-ridden. Other constraints are judgmental but are intended to reflect plausible ranges. These constraints cannot be overridden.
Table 4: Saturated Conductivity Values Used for Different Hydrologic Soil Groups ¹.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Saturated Conductivity (RC and SATK) inches/hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Low runoff potential: Soils having high infiltration rates even when thoroughly wetted and consisting chiefly of deep, well to excessively drained sands or gravels. These soils have a high rate of water transmission.</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Moderate water transmission: Soils having moderate infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consisting chiefly of moderately deep to deep, moderately coarse textures. These soils have a moderate rate of water transmission.</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Slow water transmission: Soils having slow infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consisting chiefly of soils with a layer that impedes downward movement of water, or soils with moderately fine to fine texture. These soils have a slow rate of water transmission.</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>High runoff potential: Soils having very slow infiltration rates when thoroughly wetted and consisting chiefly of clay soils with a high swelling potential, soils with a permanent high water table, soils with a claypan or clay layer at or near the surface, and shallow soils over nearly impervious material. The soils have a very slow rate of water transmission.</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Adopted from Table H-2 in Knisel and Davis (2000, p. 46). See Table 4 for runoff curve numbers based on land use. In Gleams-Driver, RC is constrained to be between 0.001 and 0.75 and SATK is constrained to be between 0.001 and 5. These constraints cannot be overridden but future versions of Gleams-Driver may offer a mechanism to override these values.
Table 5: Runoff curve numbers (CN2) for hydrologic soil groups based on different land uses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>Hydrologic condition</th>
<th>Group A</th>
<th>Group B</th>
<th>Group C</th>
<th>Group D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meadow</td>
<td>NOS</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>fair</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road</td>
<td>Dirt</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road</td>
<td>Hard surface</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Ranges of values specified by the following abbreviations: L=lower, C=central, U=upper. Values taken from Knisel and Davis (2006). In the current version of Gleams-Driver, CN2 is constrained to be between 1 and 99. This constraint cannot be overridden in the current version of Gleams-Driver but future versions of Gleams-Driver may offer a mechanism to override the constraints.
Figure 1: Check Installation Screen
The *Gleams-Driver* program prepares input files for GLEAMS, runs the GLEAMS program, and then reads and processes the output from GLEAMS. The Gleams-Driver program operates in two modes: **Quick Run** and **Full Run**. The Quick Run is intended for users with minimal familiarity with GLEAMS. It permits the user to perform exposure assessments based on a number of critical site-specific conditions, including weather patterns, soil types, and physical characteristics of both the treated field as well as the nontarget field and bodies of water. The Full Run allows users to employ a fuller set of site-specific exposure factors (e.g., multiple slope segments) and to employ Monte Carlo techniques to more fully capture uncertainties in the exposure assessments. A third option, **Series Run**, is designed for conducting multiple runs in a single session.

While due diligence has been used in the development of the program to date, neither the USDA Forest Service nor SERA Inc. make any representations or warranties regarding the quality, accuracy, or suitability of the results generated from the use of Gleams-Driver for predicting chemical transport, since chemical transport is dependent on actual use conditions.

**Figure 2: Gleams-Driver Main Program Screen**
Figure 3: Quick Run Screen
Figure 4: Error in GLEAMS Run
Before doing a Full Run, you should review the program documentation to become familiar with the MS Access Driver database. If you just want to run a quick test you can simply open a Driver File created by a Quick Run. However, to use the full capabilities of a Full Run, you will need to customize the driver files. This customization will allow you to run multiple treated and untreated fields, multiple bodies of water, and multiple chemicals. In addition, most of the numeric input parameters can be entered as distributions (uniform, triangular, normal and lognormal). Again, this is explained further in the documentation.

If you want to test the distributions used by the program, use the "Utilities" menu on the main screen and select "Text Distributions".

You must select a properly formatted Access database. If you do not, the program will crash.

Figure 5: Full Run Screen
Figure 6: Structure of Access Input file template
Figure 7: Edit window for a Full Run

Drainage area of the treated field, in acres (not hectares). FLGMET will be set to English and not metric. This is used directly in GLEAMS run.
A. Simple Import

![Figure 8: Utility screen for importing Cligen weather files](image)

B. Import with Modifiers

![Figure 8: Utility screen for importing Cligen weather files](image)
Figure 9: Main screen in WAPP
Figure 10: Site selection screen in WEPP
Figure 11: Form for adding and deleting chemicals
Specify the output file, fill in the number of random numbers that you want in the "Number of numbers" box, and the initialization string. Then press the "GO" button.

Random Number Examples

**Uniform(10 100) or U(10 100)**
A uniform distribution with bounds of 10 and 100.

**Triangular(10 50 100) or T(10 50 100)**
A triangular distribution with a mode (central value) of 50 and bounds of 10 and 100.

**LogNormal(20 5) or L(20 5)**
A log-normal distribution with a mean of 20 and standard deviation of 5. The mean and SD should be entered as untransformed values.

**Normal(20 5) or N(20 5)**
A normal distribution with a mean of 20 and standard deviation of 5. Negative values in the context of Glemm-Driver are not allowed. Thus, the distribution is truncated and limited to positive values.

Figure 12: Check random number form
Gleams-Driven uses GLEAMS Version 3 which was designed by Walter Knisel (USDA/ARS, retired) and coded by Frank Davis (USDA/ARS). The algorithms used within Gleams-Driven to run GLEAMS and manipulate the GLEAMS output were developed and coded by Patrick Durkin (SERA, Inc) based on technical specifications from Paul Mistretta (USDA/Forest Service, Region 8) and with assistance and review of Walter Knisel. Support for the development of Gleams-Drivers was provided by Region 8 of the USDA/Forest Service under USDA Order No. AG-43ZP-D-05-0037 and AG-43ZP-D-06-0025.

As with GLEAMS, Gleams-Driven is provided for use by the scientific community; however, no technical support as to use or application can be offered. This release has received only limited external review and has not yet been audited.

Figure 13: About window for Gleams-Driven
Figure 14: System Information Window
Errors and/or warning messages were generated during the run. The error file is in the directory where the run was made and the file name is given below. The contents of the error file are given below. Please review this file with care before using the results.

Gleams-Driver Run-Specific Error/Status File.

Gleams-Driver Version: Version 1.8.180
Driver File: C:\Gleams-Driver\Program\Examples\Test Run.mdb
Date: 12/31/2007
Time: 4:44:33 PM

SitesAvailable.AccessFileName() could find the requested record for user site: Average Rainfall and UnCool Location

Failed initialization of the simulation driver. See the error file, Error File for Test Run.txt. Correct the errors and try again.

Figure 15: Error Report from Gleams-Driver
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Lower Limit</th>
<th>Upper Limit</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site01</td>
<td>SOIL12</td>
<td>0.1609</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.1619</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site01</td>
<td>SOIL60</td>
<td>0.0322</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0324</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site01</td>
<td>SoilMax</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WatBd01</td>
<td>Conc001</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WatBd01</td>
<td>Conc355</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OffSite01</td>
<td>EffApRate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are also saved in the Results File (plain text) as well as the Access database that you specified.

Note that the limits are empirical (see the documentation).

The units are in ppm for soil (mg/kg) and water (mg/L) concentrations. The units for application rate are lb/acre. The units for soil penetration are in inches.

Figure 16: Results summary window displayed after a Quick Run
Figure 17: Sample Access Output Database from a Quick Run
Figure 18: Sample Raw Data from Access Output Data Table
### Available Soils

- Coarse sand
- Sand
- Fine sand
- Very fine sand
- Loamy coarse sand
- Loamy sand
- Loamy fine sand
- Loamy very fine sand
- Coarse sandy loam
- Sandy loam
- Fine sandy loam
- Very fine sandy loam
- Lean
- Silt loam
- Silt
- Sandy clay loam
- Clay loam
- Silty clay loam
- Sandy clay
- Silty clay
- Clay
- Volcanic pumice
- Muck
- Peat

### Soil Constituents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constituent</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic Matter</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Soil Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Density</td>
<td>1.6 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>0.4 cubic inch/g cubic inch or cm/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Capacity</td>
<td>0.11 inch/inch or cm/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR15</td>
<td>0.03 inch/inch or cm/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONA</td>
<td>3.3 mm/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSOIL</td>
<td>0.01 l/cm² per English El</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Status

The original soils database, 'Standard Soil Values.mdb', has been backed up as 'Backup of Standard Soil Values.mdb' in the directory: C:\Glemane-Drive\Version 1.1\Program\SupportFiles.

---

Figure 19: Add/Edit Soils Database Form
Appendix 1: Troubleshooting a Light Installation

Contacting your computer support staff is the best thing to do if you are having trouble installing Gleams-Driver or any other program. Some individuals in the Forest Service, however, have indicated that they are not able to get computer support because their computer support personnel will only provide assistance for certain programs – e.g., MS Office. The procedure described in this appendix has been developed in working with such individuals. The procedure is relatively simple and it may be useful to you if you are having installation problems. Some problems associated with successful installations but the subsequent failure of Gleams-Driver to run properly are detailed at the end of this appendix.

If you are having trouble doing a light installation, you should get an error message or a message telling you that you cannot install or do not have authorization to install one or more of the following files:

```
VB6STKIT.dll
msvbvm60.dll
oleaut32.dll
olepro32.dll
oleaut32.dll
comcat.dll
asycfilt.dll
stdole2.tlb
```

Write down the name or names that are causing the problem and proceed as recommended below.

All of the files listed above are runtime files that are required by any application that is created using Visual Basic 6.0 (SP6), the programming package that was used in creating Gleams-Driver. These files are created and distributed by Microsoft. Further information about these files can be found at:

```
```
or

```
```

The most likely reason that you are having trouble is that you already have a version of one or all of the above files on your PC and the settings of your Operating System (probably Windows 2000 Professional) are such that you do not have authorization to copy over the files that are installed on your PC.

If you already have these files on your PC, you probably do not need to reinstall these files even if your files are older than the ones that the Gleams-Driver installation package is trying to install. Thus, you need to tell the Gleams-Driver installation package to skip the file or files that are giving you trouble.

To do this, you must open SETUP.LST. As discussed in Section 2.2 of the documentation, SETUP.LST (as the name implies) is a list of files that is used to tell the setup program (setup.exe) which files should be installed on your PC. SETUP.LST is an ASCII text file that you can open with any text file editor. All versions of Windows come with a text file editor program called NOTEPAD.EXE. To open this program on most PCs with any version of Windows, use the following series of commands: Start Programs Accessories NotePad.

The top part of SETUP.LST is the only part of the file that you will need to work with. This part of the file is illustrated below:

```
[Bootstrap]
SetupTitle=Install
SetupText=Copying Files, please stand by.
CabFile=Gleams Driver Ver 1.8.CAB
Spawn=Setup1.exe
Uninstall=st6unst.exe
TmpDir=msftqwspdw
Cabs=1
```

Appendix 1-1
Appendix 1: Troubleshooting a Light Installation (continued)

[Bootstrap Files]

File1=@VB6STKIT.DLL,$(WinSysPathSysFile),,,7/15/00 4:00:00 AM,101888,6.0.84.50
File2=@COMCAT.DLL,$(WinSysPathSysFile),$(DLLSelfRegister),,5/31/98 4:00:00 AM,22288,4.71.1460.1
File3=@STDDELE2.TLB,$(WinSysPathSysFile),$(TLBRegister),,6/3/99 4:00:00 AM,17920,2.40.4275.1
File4=@ASYCFILT.DLL,$(WinSysPathSysFile),,,3/8/99 4:00:00 AM,147728,2.40.4275.1
File5=@OLEPRO32.DLL,$(WinSysPathSysFile),$(DLLSelfRegister),,3/8/99 4:00:00 AM,164112,5.0.4275.1
File6=@OLEAUT32.DLL,$(WinSysPathSysFile),$(DLLSelfRegister),,4/12/00 4:00:00 AM,598288,2.40.4275.1
File7=@msvbvm60.dll,$(WinSysPathSysFile),$(DLLSelfRegister),,2/23/04 4:00:00 AM,1386496,6.0.97.82

Do not make any changes to the [Bootstrap] area at the very start of the file. You will do your work in the second section that is labeled [Bootstrap Files]. Note that the [Bootstrap Files] is just a specially formatted listing of the seven runtime files discussed at the start of this appendix.

With SETUP.LST open in Notepad, simply delete the lines that contain the file names that are giving you trouble. Do not do anything else. Save SETUP.LST and exit Notepad. If you think that you made a mistake, just exit Notepad without saving or paste the entire [Bootstrap Files] section from above into your SETUP.LST file in Notepad and then start over.

Using the SETUP.LST file that you modified in Notepad, try rerunning setup.exe as described in Section 2.2. If you get any error messages during this second installation, they should refer to another of the seven runtime files. Just repeat the procedure outlined above.

After one or more modifications to SETUP.LST, you should find that Gleams-Driver will install normally.

Whether or not Gleams-Driver will work properly is another question. Gleams-Driver is a new program and there has not been extensive experience with the application of the procedure described in this appendix. As noted in the main body of the documentation, however, a major effort has been made to avoid the use of exotic controls and commands that require an extensive number of DLLs. The procedure described in this appendix has worked for some individuals in the Forest Service and these individuals have not reported any problems in running Gleams-Driver. Nonetheless, on some PC’s that do not have full installations of MS Office Programs and/or programming tools, a light installation may result in a successful installation but Gleams-Driver may fail, generating a runtime error, when you go to run Gleams-Driver.

The nature of the runtime errors may be highly variable depending on the configuration of your PC. For example, you may get an error indicating that COMDLG32.DLL is not properly registered. This is a dll for displaying a file selection box that is common in many Windows programs and is used by Gleams-Driver. Other errors may be much more cryptic. For example, running Gleams-Driver after a Light Installation can generate Runtime Error -2147024770 without any further explanation. This indicates that MDAC (Microsoft Data Access Components) Version 2.8 or higher is either missing from your PC or is corrupt. This can be addressed by going to www.microsoft.com and downloading and installing MDAC 2.8 or higher. Alternatively, you can do a full installation of Gleams-Driver and this will be done by the full installation package.
Appendix 1: Troubleshooting a Light Installation (continued)

The above is not an exhaustive list of the things that go wrong on some PC’s after a light installation. To assist you (or your IT support), the following is a list of DLLs and related files that are included in a full installation but NOT included in a light installation:

- COMDLG32.OCX
- MDAC_TYP.EXE
- MSADODC.OCX
- msadox.dll
- MSDATGRD.OCX
- MSSTDFMT.DLL
- MSVCRT.DLL
- RICHED32.DLL
- RICHTXC32.OCX
- scrrun.dll

All of the above files concern either standard tools (dialog boxes or rich text edit boxes), Microsoft ADO databases, or Microsoft scripting libraries. None of these files are exotic and none will harm your PC. Nonetheless, if you are working with a government PC, you may not be able to install these files – i.e., do a full installation – without administrative authorization. If you try a light installation and you get error messages, they will probably relate to one or more of the above files and you will need either the administration authority to do a full installation or direct support from your IT department.
### Appendix 2: Value Codes and Descriptions for preparing text files for new chemicals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ValueCode</th>
<th>Description of ValueCode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Desc</td>
<td>This is the fully descriptive name of the chemical. It should indicate the name of the chemical and information on the run – i.e., “Hexazinone for Run of ....”. This approach is taken because some of the properties such as soil halftime may differ from site to site. This field is a &quot;Primary Key&quot;. It must be a unique name that is not already in the database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical name</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>The common name of the chemical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of chemical used in GLEAMS run</td>
<td>PSTNAM</td>
<td>Short name (up to 16 characters) used in GLEAMS files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of metabolites</td>
<td>NumMetabs</td>
<td>Number of metabolites that are modelled in this run. For each metabolite, a full set of chemical records must be in the database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Appendix 2:** Value Codes and Descriptions for preparing text files for new chemicals (*continued*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ValueCode</th>
<th>Description of ValueCode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water solubility</td>
<td>H2OSOL</td>
<td>Water solubility in mg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foliar halftime</td>
<td>HAFLIF</td>
<td>Foliar halftime in days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koc</td>
<td>KOC</td>
<td>Partitioning coefficient, ratio of the concentration of the pesticide on organic carbon in soil to concentration of the pesticide in water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foliar washoff fraction</td>
<td>WSHFRC</td>
<td>Fraction of pesticide on the foliage available for washoff by rainfall.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Value Codes and Descriptions for preparing text files for new chemicals *(continued).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ValueCode</th>
<th>Description of ValueCode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of transformation</td>
<td>COFTRN</td>
<td>Pesticide concentrations simulated in GLEAMS are mass per volume, or weight per weight (ug/L or ug/kg) and not molar concentrations. Therefore, if significant changes in molecular weight occurs from parent to metabolite or from metabolite to metabolite, the ratio of mass change can be reflected in COFTRN, also (GLEAMS documentation, p. 110).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of uptake</td>
<td>COFUP</td>
<td>Consider uptake by plant (COFUP = 1) or assume no uptake (COFUP = 0). For soluble, low KOC pesticides, uptake can be significant and will reduce amounts potentially leached below the root zone. For pesticides with large KOC, little uptake in the transpiration stream will be simulated because of the reduced concentrations in solution, even with COFUP = 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil halftime(s)</td>
<td>SOLIF(I)</td>
<td>A pipe (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water halftime</td>
<td>WatHT</td>
<td>Halftime in water in days. Can consider routes of degradation – i.e., hydrolysis, photolysis, and biological. Should not consider dissipation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Value Codes and Descriptions for preparing text files for new chemicals (continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>ValueCode</th>
<th>Description of ValueCode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sediment halftime</td>
<td>SedHT</td>
<td>Halftime in aquatic sediment in days. This should reflect all routes of degradation (photolysis, hydrolysis, volatilization, biodegradation etc.) but should not consider dissipation. Use aerobic or anaerobic data depending on the site and conditions (e.g., depth of soil layer).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment partition</td>
<td>SedKd</td>
<td>Partition coefficient for sediment. This is used only in GLEAMS postprocessing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 3: Notes on Volcanic and Organic Soils – Prepared by Dr. Walter Knisel

The specific values used as defaults for organic and volcanic soils is given in Table 2. This appendix discusses details concerning these soils that were considered in developing these default values.

Organic Soils
Organic soils, as the name implies, refers generally to a group of soils with high organic matter. The USDA (1975) describe organic soils as having organic matter content greater than 20%. They designate organic soils depending upon the degree of decomposition of the organic matter in a saturated environment – i.e., fibric (least decomposed with identifiable and distinct plant material), hemic (moderately decomposed with indistinct plant material), and sapric (most decomposed with no identifiable plant remains).

The term peat or more properly peat soil is often used to generally designate organic soils. Bersch (1907) described three types of peat as (1) sphagnum, (2) transition bog, and (3) grass peat with carbon content ranging from 100 % for sphagnum to a low of 80 % carbon for carex peat. Kühuri (1987) described mull soils as having organic matter content between 20% and 40% and peat soils as having organic matter content >40%.

Urvas et al. (1980) described two types of peat – i.e., carex (sedge) and sphagnum. Some organic soils classed as muck have 60-90% OM in the surface and no mineral soil. The muck in areas such as Florida is a powdery black material when dry, similar to powdered carbon. Conversely, true peat is almost like undecomposed material. Thus, peat and muck have somewhat different characteristics.

Muck is defined in the Glossary of "Soil Survey, Okeechobee County, Florida", 2003, as: "Dark, finely divided, well decomposed organic soil material" and further referred to "Sapric soil material", also in the glossary, defined as follows: "The most highly decomposed of all organic soil material. Muck has the least amount of plant fiber, the highest bulk density, and the lowest water content at saturation of all organic soil material.

The fraction of clay in muck and peat soils is generally <1%. GLEAMS was developed for mineral soils, i.e. consisting of significant fractions of sand, silt, and clay. Input into GLEAMS consists of fractions of clay and silt. The fraction of sand is calculated in the model as [sand = 100 - silt - clay]. Organic matter is generally expressed as a percentage of the soil mass over and beyond the 100% mineral soil.

Organic matter is detached and transported with the clay fraction in the soil. Therefore, the fraction of clay should be entered as 100% to more nearly represent the true erosion-transport-deposition of muck and peat. Organic matter content of the surface soil horizon is used internally with sand, silt, and clay to estimate the size and specific gravity of small and large aggregates for detachment and transport.

The standard determination of organic carbon from organic matter (as in GLEAMS) is:

\[
OC = OM \times 0.58
\]

Shih et al. (1978) examined peat soils in Florida and found that organic matter content decreased with depth from 87% at the surface to 82% at lower depths. They further reported bulk densities ranging from 0.15 - 0.3 g/cm³. Porosity can be calculated as:

\[
POR = 1 - (BD / 2.65)
\]

where 2.65 is the average specific gravity of mineral sand, silt, and clay.

Heiskanen (1994) found the bulk density of 0.13 for sphagnum peat used for forest nursery seedlings. This would be equivalent to \( POR = 0.95 \).
Appendix 3: Notes on Volcanic and Organic Soils  (continued)

Pujunen (1973) determined physical and water retention characteristics of some peat soils in Finland. He found that porosity ranged from 0.70 - 0.90 cm$^3$/cm$^3$, organic matter content (OM) ranged from 55 - 84%, field capacity (FC) ranged from 0.62 - 0.87 cm/cm, and wilting point (WP) ranged from 0.20 - 0.28 cm/cm.

None of the above discussion and descriptions give any consideration to the mineral fraction of the soil. There was some reference to a relatively high clay content in organic soils. This is probably due to the fact that movement of detached sediment in runoff on flat slopes results in transport capacity mainly for fine (clay and silt) particles into basins where peat is formed.

Nash (1980) discussed organic carbon content of soils as being a necessary ingredient for microbial activity. High organic carbon, as in peat soils, would indicate a higher degradation rate of pesticides (shorter half-life) than for mineral soils such as sands. However, Leonard et al. (1987) stated that as organic carbon content of soils increased, adsorptivity of pesticides increased and apparent half-life increased. Therefore, the net effect of increased energy source and increased adsorptivity in peat soils is that pesticides are less likely to move in peat soils.

In dealing with organic soils, it should be noted that the mineral fraction of soil (sand, silt, and clay fractions) should add up to 1, but that OM is expressed as a % of the mineral fraction, meaning that the sum of sand + silt + clay + OM can add up to more than 100%.

Volcanic Soils

Volcanic soils are not as fully characterized in the literature as organic soils and the summary presented here is taken from Ping et al. (1988), NRCS/Hawaii, and a few other peripheral sources.

Lava flow/ash generally contains significant materials similar to parent material of clay. One constituent is a glass-like material. These soils generally weather to soil materials that contain considerable clay but they also have a significant fraction of sand-like non-quartz material and may have a different specific gravity. These factors do not present any serious problems in GLEAMS. The clay minerals in pumice-derived soil generally is kaolinitic rather than the expanding lattice (high shrink/swell capacity) of montmorillonite and bidellite. The surface soils in Hawaii, for example, are classed as silt loam and silty clay loam which indicates they have more silt- and clay-size fractions than sand-fractions.

References to Appendix 3


Natural Resources Conservation Service, Hawaii. Chemical and Physical data of selected soils.
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Appendix 4: Sample of Quick Run Save File

Save of Quick Run Screen
Gleams-Driver Version 1.8.184
July 2007  12:00 AM

You can add notes to this file but add the notes only as new
new lines. If you edit the existing label lines - i.e., those
that have a label followed by a colon (:) - the file may not
reload correctly. You can edit the values (items on the right
side of the label colon) but do this only if you are sure of
what you are doing. It is best not to edit this file directly.
A better approach is to reload this file into the Quick Run
Screen, make the changes that you want, and then resave the file.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Driver File: C:\W\Gleams-Driver\Version 1.1\Program\Examples\TestRun\TestRun.mdb
Simulation Name: TestRun Output
No. of Weather-Year Sets: 5
Repetitions Per Set: 1
Random Seed:
Weather Year Offset: 3

TREATED SITE
Type of Site: Mixed pine-hardwood forest
Location: Badlands NP, SD
Surface Cover: No surface depressions
Surface Type: Meadow
Runoff Potential: Moderate
Surface Condition: NOS
Treated Field Area (ac): 10
Total Field Area (ac): 10
Field Width: 660
Slope: 0.1

SOILS
Depth of Route Zone: 60
Cover Factor: 0.15
Type of Clay: Mixed
Default Soil Variability: False

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Layers</th>
<th>Soil Texture</th>
<th>Depth (in.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil Layer 1: Coarse sand</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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APPLICATION INFORMATION
Chemical: 2,4-D/clay, Std
Month: June
Day: 15
Starting Year: 2007
Ending Year: 2008
Application Method: Surface Application
Application Rate (lb/A): 1
Prop. to Foliage: 0.5
Prop. to Soil: 0.5
Depth of Incorporation: 1
Default Appl. Variability: False

NONTARGET SITE
Field Size (ac): 10
Prop. lost to field: 1.0
Dissipation Option: Based on GLEAMS

INFORMATION ON WATER BODY
For convenience, all lotic bodies of water are referred to as 'Streams'
and all lentic bodies of water are referred to as 'Ponds'.
Type of Water Body: Pond (or other lentic type)
Fractional Drift to Water:
Percolation Proportion: 1.0
Consider Water Balance: True
Default WB Gen Variability: False
Default WB Drift Variability: False
Surface Area of Pond: 1
Initial Depth of Pond: 2
Sediment Depth in Pond: 2
Minimum Depth of Pond: 1
Maximum Depth of Pond: 3

RUN OPTIONS
Save All Data: True
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Version 1.0 of Gleams-Driver was developed under USDA Forest Service BPA: WO-01-3187-0150, USDA Order No. AG-43ZP-P-05-0037. Gleams-Driver is currently under review and various modifications have been made to the program. The current document is an interim update to the Version 1.0 User’s Guide (SERA TR 06-43-28-01d, dated May 26, 2006) to reflect the changes that have been made up to and including Version 1.8.

Version 1.0 – May 22, 2006

May 22, 2006 – Version 1.0 Release, SERA TR 06-43-28-01b
In the beta-version, input and output were based on the automation of MS Word. Substantial problems were encountered in the portability of the program on different operating systems using different versions of MS Office. For the release of Version 1.0, the use of MS Word has been removed. Both input and output are now based on MS Access databases. The MS Access computer program, which is part of MS Office, does not need to be installed to use this program. The necessary MS Access drivers are automatically installed with the program if a full installation is done. See Section 2.2 for details of a full and light installation.

Other minor changes to the program include some additional help screens for new users and a check for screen resolution that is made when the program is first run on a machine.

May 23, 2006 – Version 1.0.92, Package 1, SERA TR 06-43-28-01c
Various typos and holdover references to MS Word have been deleted.

May 26, 2006 – Version 1.0.98, Package 2, SERA TR 06-43-28-01d
The Delete feature of the Edit window in the Full Run did not work correctly in the initial release. This has been corrected. Also corrected minor typos in documentation.

Version 1.1 – January 14, 2007

January 14, 2007 – Released Version 1.1 with expanded databases for locations and chemicals and a revised database for soils.

Version 1.2 – February 1, 2007

Released Version 1.2 which incorporated a standard windows help system. Removed Quick Help utility. Dropped support for Light Installations.

February 16, 2007

Had to re-institute support for light installation because of installation issues involving administrative privileges on some Forest Service PCs.

Version 1.3 - March 17, 2007

Revised documentation for Version 1.3. Corrected a minor bug in the Quick Run screen in which the End Year was not correctly use to set the run times. Corrected a major bug in which the Gleams-Driver program did not properly check the inputs for constraints that are required by GLEAMS. Added a number of enhancements, primarily to interface and capabilities of the Quick Run. Released the Version 1.3 documentation which encompasses enhancements made to Versions 1.1 and 1.2, both of which were released without a revision to the documentation.

Version 1.4 - May 7, 2007

Release of Version 1.4 with revised documentation. Enhancements and bug fixes include the following:
Two organic soils (peak and muck) as well as volcanic pumice have been added to the soils database and these are available from the Quick Run screen. In addition, a Utility has been added to allow the user to examine and edit the soils database and to add or remove soils from the soil database. All changes made by the user will be in effect when the Quick Run Screen is reopened. The new soils are discussed in Appendix 3 of the documentation.
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In Section 4.6 of the documentation, the discussion of the pond and stream models has been expanded based on feedback from and discussions with Forest Service personnel. Three subsections have been added: pond, stream, and the impact of the untreated field.

In the Quick Run, water balance for a stream was not considered even if the water balance box was check. This has been corrected.

The output Access database now contains a complete copy of all of the information (data tables) in the input Access file.

A special note on spot applications has been added to the documentation. In addition, the Quick Run screen also contains a special information button on spot applications that brings up the appropriate help screen.

The program will now just skip a non-weather file in the 'SupportFiles\Locations subdirectory. In previous versions, an error message was generated and the user could not do a run. This restriction was not necessary.

The program can now import files from either Cligen Version 4.3 or 5.2.

The Cligen import utility has been expanded to allow the user to adjust the Cligen output. This feature is detailed in Section 6.1.1 of the documentation.

When selecting the Cligen input file, the file selection utility will now look for files with a *.cli extension by default. Cligen files, by default, are created with *.cli extensions.

In previous versions, attempting to do a second Quick Run from the Quick Run screen after the initial Quick Run was completed would cause a runtime error. This has been corrected.

In previous versions, attempting to set drift to zero would cause a runtime error. This has been corrected. Zero drift is now the default.

In previous versions, the program to always saved the input files for GLEAMS regardless of the settings in the driver file. This has been corrected.

In Version 1.3, all “Use Default Variability” boxes were checked by default. In Version 1.4, all “Use Default Variability” boxes are unchecked by default. An addition “Use Default Variability for All” box has been added to the bottom of the Quick Run Screen. A discussion on the merits of using default variability has been added to Section 4.7 of the documentation.

In a Quick Run, H2OSol and COFTRN had been given distributions in Version 1.3. Both of these are treated as constants in Version 1.4 even if the “Use Default Variability” box is checked.

Some labels on the Quick Run Screen has not properly displayed in Version 1.3. This has been corrected.

Included the April 2007 maintenance release of GLEAMS 3.0 from the USDA/ARS web site.

Version 1.5 July 30, 2007

Release of Version 1.5 with revised documentation.

General Changes
The following GLEAMS outputs are now added to the output for each site:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Pesticide concentration in runoff (mg/L)</th>
<th>Pesticide concentration in sediment (µg/g)</th>
<th>Pesticide concentration in percolation below the root zone (mg/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11001–11366</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13001–13366</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15001–15366</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a stream, the field “Total Flow” has been added to the output. In previous versions this had to be calculated from base flow and added flow. This is done to make the EXCEL reporting utility easier to handle.

Corrected a trivial but important bug in a function for getting a Julian Date in which the current date rather than the date being passed over to the function was being used. This caused the program to crash if the user picked a start year that was different from the current year.
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Corrected a very nasty bug in which the effective application rate for the nontarget field was not written to the summary statistics screen at the end of a Quick Run and was not written to the output text file even though the data for the nontarget field was in the Statistics database created by Gleams-Driver.

**Changes to Quick Run**

The Quick Run screen can now be saved as a text file and re-loaded by the Quick Run screen at a later time. You cannot, however, load an Access Input database into a Quick Run Screen. This is discussed further in the revised documentation (Section 4.7)

In a Quick Run When a steam is selected, the sediment depth text box is no longer visible. Sediment depth is not currently implemented for a stream.

In previous versions, the year could not be less than 2000. The start year can now be any year starting at 1900. This change is made as a convenience for doing retrospective modeling to assess the plausibility of model outputs – i.e., you can now enter the year when a prior application was made in the twentieth century.

In the nontarget field area of the Quick Run form, the label for the fixed field dissipation rate on the Quick Run form (which is only visible when the user selects the “Use fixed rate” option) had indicated units of “Days”. This was an error. The dissipation rate must be in units of Days⁻¹. This has been corrected.

Changes in labels of Quick Run Screen: In the upper part of the screen (General Information), the “Simulation Name” label is changed to “Output File Name” label which is more descriptive. In the bottom part of the screen (Run Status), the option previously labeled “Save Intermediate Data” has been changed to “Save All Daily Data”, which is more descriptive of what is being done.

In the Quick Run screen, selecting either soil injection or soil incorporation will reset the proportions of the pesticide applied to soil and vegetation to 0.99 and 0.01, respectively. This will only occur, however, if the default values of 0.5 and 0.5 for surface application and chemigation are in the two fields for proportions. Similarly, selecting either surface application or chemigation will reset the proportions of the pesticide applied to soil and vegetation to 0.5 if the default values for soil injection or soil incorporation are in the proportion fields. Any time the values for proportions are automatically changed by the program, the user is notified with a beep and a note is displayed in the “Tip” window.

**Full Run**

In the full run edit window for the data tables in the driver database, the irritating tool tip that appeared over and obscured the fields that the user was attempting to edit is now gone.

An anomaly in which changes to the last record in a data table were not being saved when the user switched to a different data table has been corrected.
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Version 1.6 - September 8, 2007

Release of Version 1.6 with revised documentation. The summary of revisions is moved from the front matter to Appendix 5.

Quick Run
The Water Body section of the Quick Run screen has been resigned to incorporation reservoirs – i.e., non-instantaneous transport of water and pesticide from percolate, runoff, and sediment to the body of water. See Section 4.6.4 of this revised documentation.

Other minor changes include the additions of constraints to CN2 and a modification to the algorithm for calculating the Weather Offset in the Quick Run Screen. In addition, the default variability has been changed from a triangular distribution that was bounded by half to twice the mode to a triangular distribution that is bounded by 90% to 110% of the mode. The distributions can be reset but only using the Full Run utility.

Full Run
The Access input table for the Site – i.e., the treated field – now includes an option (value code = FLGPEN) to specify the algorithm for evapotranspiration. A value of zero will direct GLEAMS to use the Priestly-Taylor algorithm for ET and a value of one will direct GLEAMS to use the Penman-Monteith algorithm. In previous versions of Gleams-Driver, only the Priestly-Taylor algorithm was implemented.

Known Issues in Version 1.6
NETWORK SERVERS: Some Forest Service employees have gotten errors on a network server when they tried to save output files to the network server. Selecting a location for the output files on the user's hard drive worked. This is not something that can be generally addressed with modifications to Gleams-Driver. The problem is related to security issues on the server.

Full Runs: When site or water bodies are deleted using the full run facility, the program may generate a runtime error. This problem seems to be intermittent and the cause (and hence the solution) has not yet been identified.

Version 1.7 – October 21, 2007

Release of Version 1.7 with revised documentation.

General
A bug has been corrected in which the input for Drift was not copied to the Application table in the output database if the value for Drift was blank. This bug had no impact on the results but it did generate a confusing error message.

The Quick Run Screen in Gleams-Driver has always displayed a warning message if the user tries to model a treated field that has an area greater than 1 square mile. An elaboration of this cautionary note has been added to Section 4.2 (Quick Run, Application Site) indicating that GLEAMS is a field-scale model that may not be appropriate for attempts to model large water basins.

Quick Run
Multiple applications per year can now be specified. If more than one application is specified, the user can enter an application interval. The first application will occur on the start date specified in the Quick Run. All subsequent applications will occur on dates derived from the application interval. In addition, the application cycle can be varied. In previous versions of Gleams-Driver, all applications were repeated in each year of the simulation. See Section 4.4 for details.

Three chemicals have been added to the soils database: hexazinone, carbaryl, and malathion. Hexazinone had been inadvertently omitted from the Version 1.1 release. The carbaryl and malathion entries are based on the peer review drafts for the Forest Service risk assessments on these insecticides that are currently in preparation.
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The Quick Run screen no longer closes if the user hits the Run Button (making the input file) and then decides not to do the run. This makes it easier to set up input files for a number of related runs. In addition, the output file name will automatically be renamed as XXXX Output whenever the driver file name is changed.

**Full Run**
A section has been added to the Full Run documentation (Section 5.6) that recommends and describes web resources that may be useful in development of full runs.

**Series Driver**
A Series Driver button is added to the main window. This allows you to do multiple Gleams-Driver runs from a directory that contains multiple driver files. The use of this new feather is discussed in Section 3.2 of the documentation.

**Other Utilities**
In the course of developing and testing Gleams-Driver, several M.S. Office utilities have been developed. These have been released for general use with Gleams-Driver Version 1.7 and are discussed in Section 8.5 of the revised documentation (M.S. Office Utilities for Using and Documenting Gleams-Driver Results).

Version 1.8 – December 31, 2007
Release of Version 1.8 with revised documentation.

The error reporting features of Gleams-Driver have been redesigned to accommodate the Series Run capability that had been introduced in Version 1.7. As detailed in Section 8.1 of the documentation, each time that a simulation is started, however, errors are redirected to a run-specific error file. Thus, if a Series Run is being done, multiple error files are generated, each specific to a single run.

In addition, the error system has been redesigned so that a Run Error Report form is automatically displayed if any internal errors or warning messages are generated during a Quick Run or Full Run. In previous versions, errors had been recorded to the error file but the user was not notified that errors had occurred – i.e., it was up to the user to check the error file. Now, the user is either notified that no errors occurred or is notified that errors occurred and copies of the error file are displayed on screen.

Version 1.7 had a bug in which a false error message was generated when using the options in the utility to modify Cligen files. This has been corrected. In addition, the Cligen import utility did not properly consider temperatures that were below zero when the user had specified an adjustment factor. The adjustment factors are multiplicative. Thus, in the previous version, a factor of 1.05 would increase the temperature by 5% and 0.95 would decrease the temperature by 5% but only if the temperature was above zero. If the temperature is negative (below zero), the reverse is now done – i.e., the temperature is divided by the factor rather than multiplied.

The internal constraint on the upper bound of saturated conductivity in the root zone (SATK) has been increased from 0.75 in/hr to 5 in/hr. The constraint on the upper bound of saturated conductivity in the restrictive layer below the root zone (RC) is unchanged (0.75 in/hr). In general, RC will not approach 0.75 in/hr but SATK could be greater than 0.75 in/hr.

In specifying distributions for a Full Run, previous versions of Gleams-Driver would accept LogNormal() to specify a lognormal distribution but would not accept Lognormal(). Lognormal() is a more intuitive use of capitalization. In Version 1.8, both forms are accepted.
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The documentation has been modified based on review by Dr. Walt Knissel. In addition, the documentation reflects the changes to the modified error reporting features. The Help utility has also been updated. In Version 1.7, the Help Utility did not include any help information for the Series Run. This has been corrected.

Lastly, some of the MS Office utilities (Section 8.5 of the documentation) have been updated. The CommonDialog Control, which had generated runtime errors on some PCs, has been replaced with an instance of the FileDialog Class. This is simply a change in programming technique. The user interfaces are unchanged.